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We want to make your bidding experience with us as exciting as always, ensuring at the same time your safety and that of our coworkers.
Please take into account the following measures during these extraordinary times:
• Bidders who are able and wish to personally inspect lots or bid in the auction room must inform us 5 days before coming so that
we can ensure that social distancing recommendations can be maintained. Contact us today!
• We anticipate an increased desire for phone bidding and will take steps to reinforce our team in this respect. We nevertheless
request that clients inform us of potential phone bids well in advance of the auction.
• We invite bidders to review the online bidding possibilities. We also remind clients that bids placed on our Live Auction platform are
made directly to the auction room screen without passing through a 3rd party, so it’s really as if bidding in the auction room.
HAND SANITISER AND FACE MASKS WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR YOU AT ALL TIMES DURING THE VIEWING AND AUCTION.
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Auction Bidding Options
There are several ways to bid in our auctions (if you
cannot attend in person). Bids can be made by e-mail,
fax, telephone, and through our web site.
Written Bid Form
You are invited to bid before the auction, using the bid
forms enclosed with the catalogue.
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Write down the lot numbers of interest to you and your
bids on them
Complete your personal information
Sign the form and send it either:
by fax: +41 22 727 07 78
by post: David Feldman S.A.
59 route de Chancy, Builiding D, 3rd floor
CH-1213 Petit Lancy, Geneva, Switzerland
by email: accounts@davidfeldman.com

Please note that written bids close one day before the
auction takes place. Early bids made by telephone are
subject to written confirmation by post or fax.
Phone Bids During the Auction
Telephone bidders should confirm in writing 48 hours
before the auction indicating the lot numbers you wish to
bid on and phone number(s) where you can be reached
during the auction. Due to the availability of multiple
other bidding options, telephone bidding is accepted at
the discretion of David Feldman SA and may be subject
to additional charges.One of our philatelists will call you a
few lots in advance of your first lot of interest, and bid for
you directly during the auction.
Online Bidding on www.davidfeldman.com
Participate in any David Feldman auction (including internetonly auctions) from the comfort of your home or office.
On www.davidfeldman.com, select “My Account” and
register with your e-mail address and create your own
personal password. Once your details have been confirmed,
you will then be able to participate in the auction. (You must
be registered before you can enter any bid or offer on our
website and/or bid live the day of the auction).

You may also register your bids in advance of the auction
via our web site.
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Log-in to your account
Browse the auction lots to find those items that
interest you
Enter the maximum amount you want to bid for any lot
Click the “Bid” button
Repeat for each desired lot
Please note that the pre-sale bid facility closes one
day before the auction.

Live Internet Bidding, World-wide
You may bid live in any of our auctions via the Internet.
Follow your targeted lots on screen and enter your bids
with the confidence that you will be bidding as if you were
in the auction room itself.
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Click on the “Live Auction” button on the home page
Log-in to the auction using your e-mail log-in ID
and password
Follow the auction and click the “Bid” button to
register your bid with the auction
Defend your bid(s) as needed
Click on the “Live Auction” button on the homepage
and follow the auction after entering your log-in details

Prices Realised and Post-Auction Offers
The prices realized are available on our website at the
end of each day of an auction.
Browse possible unsold lots, and make offers on lots you
may have missed during the auction.
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Log-in to your account
Browse the unsold auction lots to find those items
which interest you
Enter the amount you wish to offer for the lot
We will review your offers and, if necessary, contact
the vendor for further confirmation.
You will receive an e-mail indicating which offers
have been accepted or rejected, and those which
may need to be raised.

Find the bid form for this auction on pages 435 (EUR) and 437 (CHF)

Introduction
Dear Collector and client,
We are holding our traditional Autumn/Winter auction series, from November 30 to December 4,
2020, which comprises six different catalogues. I am often reminded that without the trust and
continued appetite of our passionate and active collector-clients, this sale would not be possible,
so I would firstly like to thank all our sellers and future buyers for your continued support.
Please note the sale and this catalogue is divided into two currency groups: Euros (EUR) for the
Europe, Overseas and Latin America sections, and Swiss francs (CHF) for the Switzerland section.
Marcus Orsi
SENIOR PHILATELIST

This catalogue highlights important sections of Europe with Belgium, Greece with a wonderful
selection of Large Hermes Head rarities, Italian States and Italy showing over 170 lots, Overseas
showing Egypt, Tibet with a Mount Everest postal history collection. Latin America presents a fine
array of lots from a wide variety of countries including Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Mexico, Panama,
Uruguay and Venezuela. The Switzerland part of the sale presents 262 lots showing a little bit of
everything, from classics through semi-modern and collections. Plus over 370 lots in a special and
separate section of one country and all world collections and lots.
It will be our pleasure to welcome you to Geneva. However, please contact in advance of your visit
so we can help you to meet all the necessary Covid-19 requirements. The viewing of both small and
large lots will take place by appointment only. If you are planning to visit us, please inform us of
your travel plans, and do not hesitate to ask should you need some assistance in the form of hotel
reservations or other information. Should you not be able to view the lots at our offices, please
consider that most of them, including numerous collections, are also scanned and available for
viewing via our website www.davidfeldman.com. Bidding in our auctions can be made in writing via
the enclosed bid form, live via the Internet or by telephone in the comfort of your home or office,
or through an independent auction agent. Should you have any questions concerning the material
presented, our conditions of sale or indeed any other matter, please do not hesitate to contact us
– we are at your service. We wish you success with your bids and satisfaction with your purchases.

Geneva, October 2020
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

All World & Country Collections
December 3, 2020, at 15:00 CET

All World Collections
60000

H F

200 - 400

All World: 1674-1940’s Postal history assembly mainly from Asia and Middle East before WWII,
including interesting frankings, postal censorships, registered covers, some stamps in loose pages
focusing on cancellations, viewing recommended
60001

F

200 - 300

All World: 1761-2004 Postal history, various hundreds with early items of France, petit and gros
chiffres, the semi-modern period with some very good examples, and about 200 foreign covers, an
attractive and varied lot
60002

DCE P

300 - 600

All World: 1800s-1900s, REVENUES, all world lifetime accumulation in a big box, mainly including France
and French Colonies, to be noted three official documents bearing proof overprints, worth of inspection
60003

CC C H G F J DCE

100 - 200

All World: 1824-1980 Estate lot in large carton with 1000’s of stamps mint and used, in albums and
boxed, some stampless covers included, mixed to fine, must be viewed
60004

CC C H G F J DCE

200 - 300

All World: 1830-1980 Estate lot in large carton with 1000’s of stamps in 13 stockbooks, two albums
and array of loose stockcards, some mint, but mostly used, plus collection of Pakistan provisional
hand-stamped overprints, mixed to fine, must be viewed (1000’s)
60005

F

500 - 900

All World: 1830-1980 More than 1,100 covers including registered and express mail, special flights,
perfins, blocks of four, better destinations, etc, some countries being better represented with U.S.A.,
Spain, Italy, Germany; an excellent lot for the searcher of infrequent postal history
60006

F

200 - 300

All World: 1831-72 Group of 13 stampless transatlantic covers from South America and Caribbean to
Scotland written up on album pages, incl. three entires from Valparaiso (one with Liverpool Ship ds),
1853 cover from Rio, 1848 entire from Lima, 1831 entire from Surinam, Dutch Guiana, with “SHIP
LETTER / BRIGHTON”, 1857 cover entire from Trinidad, 1842 entire from Kingston Jamaica, 1833
entire from Haiti with “FALMOUTH / SHIP LETTER” hs, three from Havana Cuba and one from Puerto
Rico, interesting mix
60007

CC C H L

400 - 600

All World: 1840’s-1960’s Three collections including Ceylon, Ethiopia, and Italy, all including early
issues, mixed to fine condition
60008

G F / 354

300 - 500

All World: 1840-1916 Almost 100 classic covers, mainly from European countries, with better examples
in Holland, Bavaria, Italy, Austria, Russia and Spain, including mail sent abroad, viewing essential
60009

C H F

All World: 1840-1920 An old Schaubeck album with U.S.A. Turkey Austria being well represented, as
well as 20 letters from the 1940’s, a very lot for the amateur of the old albums

352

All Worl & Collections – Collections

300 - 500

Lot N°

60010

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

2’000 - 3’000

CC C H F DCE

All World: 1840-1950’s An interesting accumulation mainly gathered in albums, predominantly Europe,
the highlight being an uncommon pre-printed album (issued in 1885) with better items of France,
Germany, China, etc. (unfortunately many examples stuck to the pages), the other albums with glassine
envelopes containing stamps, some interesting items are to be found including Belgium 1932 Mercier
set, German airmail covers, better mint stamps from France and Switzerland, etc., viewing essential
60011

3’000 - 5’000

CC C G F DCE P / 354

All World: 1840-1975 Estate lot in large carton with 1000’s of stamps mint and used, in six albums and
some loose pages, with extensive all world collection in Yvert album showing important India, Great
Britain and Austria plus much more, additional some specialised selection of bisects on fragments,
Thuringen collection with covers, mixed to fine, must be viewed (1000’s)
60012

2’500 - 5’000

CC C H

All World: 1841-2010 Mint and used collection in five large boxes incl. a wide array of countries in 18
stockbooks with classics and modern issues selected to show the widest possible spectrum, noted useful
early Asia, strong France 1849-1978 incl. BOB, Red Cross booklets from 1952, etc., to be accurately examined
60013

500 - 1’000

H DCE

All World: 1843-1875 Old-time collection in 1862 Justin Lallier early-stamps album, quite filled out,
noted many useful values, Greece Large Hermes Head unused, Italian & German States, Netherlands
first-issue unused, Poland #1, Russia unused, COGH Triangulars, etc., viewing recommended
60014

600 - 1’000

C H DCE

All World: 1843-1940 Two old Maury albums, to be noted useful France and Colonies, mixed to fine
60015

800 - 1’200

CC C H G F J DCE

All World: 1845-1970 Estate lot in large carton with 1000’s of stamps mint and used, in twenty-one
albums, useful Netherland Indies, Asia including China, Belgium and Austria, plus an interesting collection
of error and varieties, Germany with States and later modern etc., mixed to fine, must be viewed
60016

2’000 - 3’000

C H

All World: 1849-1930’s Predominantly mint and contained in one voluminous Y&T album, with Europe
being the strong section and Belgium representing the best part including numerous better sets with
1932 Infantry and Sanatorium, 1933 Orval, also interesting France and French Colonies, etc, in very
fine and unusually fresh condition for this type of collection, viewing suggested
60017

800 - 1’200

CC C H G J DCE P L

All World: 1849-1950 Estate lot in one large carton with 100’s of stamps mint and used, mostly
mounted on loose pages, useful Afghanistan cancellations, Austria, Albania surcharges part sheets,
Germany, Serbia, Ethiopia, Spanish Marocco, Hungary, Croatia, Poland, Romania including some early
issues, France & Monaco, etc., mixed to fine, must be viewed
60018

800 - 1’000

CC C H DCE

All World: 1849-1950 Mainly featuring Europe, gathered in 6 albums and some glassine envelopes; the
highlight being German States, generally in mixed condition, viewing recommended
60019

200 - 300

CC C H

All World: 1849-1960. Belgium, Netherlands and Argentina, few hundreds mint and mainly used, incl.
few better values, mixed to fine
60020

1’200 - 2’000

H

All World: 1849-1970’s A voluminous assembly in no less than 27 large Yvert & Tellier albums, with Europe
being the stronger part, to be noted France incl. Ceres and Bordeaux issues, viewing recommended
60021

500 - 800

CC C H G F J DCE

All World: 1849-1994 Estate lot in large carton with 1000’s of stamps mint and used, in twelve albums,
useful specialised Memel, Austria mint and dealers stock, Belgium, Germany Colonies and Saar etc.,
mixed to fine, must be viewed

Geneva, December 3, 2020
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Lot N°

60022

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

600 - 800

CC C H F

All World: 1849-2010 Assembly contained in three boxes comprising about 40 albums, the most
remarkable being France and Colonies and also including face values, fine

60023

1’000 - 2’000

All World: 1850s-1900, Fakes & Forgeries collection in 3 albums ordered by forgers and countries
including France and French colonies, British Commonwealth, Brazil, USA, etc., among others to be
noted a 1F vermilion from France by Sperati, worth to be examined
60024

200 - 300

H F

All World: 1850-1898 Attractive old-time estate lot neatly mounted on two album pages, showing a
fine array of European classic No.1’s including Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Norway, Crete, Luxembourg,
Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, plus France Ceres 10c on cover and Great Britain 1d black on cover,
generally fresh and a very fine assembly (11 stamps & two covers)
60025

500 - 800

C H

All World: 1850-1900 Nine Albums containing classic stamps, including some multiples, with Germany,
Sweden, Italy, Greece, Austria, Portugal, China, Japan...being better represented, with high catalogue
value, an interesting lot with viewing recommended
60026

300 - 500

C H

All World: 1850-1920’s Mostly used collection on printed album pages with mostly South America plus
some British Commonwealth, better Argentina, Uruguay with Montevideo Suns, Brazil incl. 60R Bull’s
Eye and Inclinados, Chile, Mexico incl. Hidalgos, etc., very mixed condition
60027

150 - 200

H

All World: 1850-1920’s Used collection in a Kabe printed album with better Germany incl. States,
Foreign Offices, plus Bulgaria and Greece, etc.
60028

200 - 300

C H L

All World: Forgeries - Estate lot in carton with an attractive and interesting array of Forgeries, including
special Fournier album with printed page full of forgeries, plus album and two stockbooks also full of an
array of other types of forgeries, an excellent lot for the student, mixed to very fine (100’s)
60029

2’000 - 3’000

C H F DCE DFE

All World: 1850-1930’s Assembly of good stamps and covers with strong FRANCE, interesting
frankings including France 15c Ceres green, very mixed to fine, to be examined
60030

800 - 1’200

CC C H G F J DCE

All World: 1850-1940 Estate lot in small carton with 100’s of stamps mint and used, mostly on
old auction lot cards, useful Spain classics, Italy and Italian Levant, Italian States Tuscany 1s on
newspaper, Portugal D.Maria 5r and 50r used, Luxembourg, Liechtenstein 1934 Vaduz block, Austria
with Dolfuss and Wipa, plus much more, mixed to fine, must be viewed
60031

400 - 600

C H G F

All World: 1850-1948 Accumulation of odds and ends, showing useful GB surface printed issues, plus array
of other classic isuues, a few Seychelles postcards, Vietnam imperf block etc., an unusually mixed lot

Geneva, December 3, 2020
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

60032

Cat. N°

CC C H G F J DCE DFE

Estimate (€)

700 - 1’000

All World: 1850-1950 Estate lot in carton with 100’s of stamps mint and used, some mounted on
old auction lots cards, others mounted on pages, useful Luxembourg, Germany, Italy & States, Spain
classic, Hungary, some better items with certificates, mixed to fine, must be viewed
60033

C H

800 - 1’200

All World: 1850-1950 This lot represents a last minute entry of the contents of a large safety deposit
that could not wait until the next sale. We have broadly split and categorised the contents, however
the only way to value this lot properly is to view it carefully in order to appreciate how important and
interesting this lot is, highly recommended.
Worldwide safety deposit box, please inspect
60034

CC C H G F J DCE L

300 - 400

All World: 1850-1960 Estate lot in one large carton with 10’000’s of stamps mint and used, presented
in albums, approval books and envelope etc., showing strength in France and Colonies, plus a divers
array of others, mixed to fine, must be viewed
60035

F / 354

1’000 - 1’500

All World: 1850-1967 Estate lot, mixed accumulation of odds and ends with used and covers, some
useful classics incl. Australian States, Cape Triangualars with Woodblocks, Canada, Mauritius,
Afghanistan, Uganda Missionary issues, plus some later covers including IPO combination Hong Kong
and China on postal card, mixed to very fine
60036

CC C H F

400 - 700

All World: 1850-1990 Accumulation of various collections, with better countries being Canada,
Austria, Belgium, Japan, an interesting lot for the internet dealer
60037

F

200 - 300

All World: 1850-1990’s Thematic groups of 300+ covers with trains, ships/maritime and polar, with
ships interest from European countries incl. pictorial cancels and cachets, paquebot/schiffspost hs,
illustrated covers, trains incl. 1850s Italian Station cachets on group of covers and some postcards,
and Polar incl. four 1900s postcards, etc., very useful lot for a thematics dealer
60038

CC C H G F J DCE

All World: 1850-1994 Estate lot in large carton with 1000’s of stamps mint and used, in albums and
boxes, useful Benelux, Germany & Austria classics, mixed to fine, must be viewed
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300 - 500

Lot N°

60039

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

2’000 - 4’000

CC C H DCE L

All World: 1850s-2012 Mint & used collection of All World from Afghanistan to Yugoslavia in 15 large
boxes, the vast majority on loose Lighthouse album pages, better sections incl. Austria (mint very
complete post WW2), Belgium, China incl. PRC (some obvious forgeries), France, Germany and areas,
Japan, Norway incl. 1855 4s and 1856 Oscar set of 4, Russia with good deal of completion post-War,
Spain, Sweden, mixed condition with the earlier material, great for a retailer to offer starter country
collections or the ambitious collector to fill the missing gaps!
60040

500 - 800

CC C H G F J DCE

All World: 1851-1991 Estate lot in large carton with 1000’s of stamps mint and used, in eleven albums,
useful Canada, Hungary, Italian Colonies,Ireland and Indian States etc., mixed to fine, must be viewed
60041

300 - 500

CC C H G J DCE L

All World: 1852-1970 Estate lot in large carton with 1000’s of stamps mint and used, in thirteen albums,
useful Montenegro with attractive specialised album mounted and written on album pages, Romania,
Portuguese Colonies, Poland, Netherlands in more than four albums etc., mixed to fine, must be viewed
60042

1’500 - 2’000

CC C H F L / 360

All World: 1855-1982 Exhibition collection of SHIPS mounted on 100+ pages with stamps, covers,
stationery, cancellations, etc., incl. 1850s French Ambulant cds on covers, commemorative cancels
throughout, covers often mounted only to show the cancel, impressive range of 1890s-1980s
Belgian illustrated and picture postal stationery cards of Paquebots, “Ostende-Dover” cancels and
stamps, Austrian “Schiffsbrief”, Sweden, Germany, etc., plus 10 pages of Italian lake mail, a very well
developed collection
60043

200 - 300

CC C H G F J DCE

All World: 1856-1980 Estate lot in large carton with 100’s of stamps mint and used, in albums,
interesting Sweden included, mixed to fine, must be viewed (100’s)
60044

200 - 300

CC C H G F J DCE

All World: 1856-1980 Estate lot in large carton with 100’s of stamps mint and used, in albums,
interesting Mexico, Hungary, Guatemela and India included, mixed to fine, must be viewed (100’s)
60045

1’000 - 1’500

CC C H G J DCE L

All World: 1859-1970 Estate lot in four large cartons with 10’000’s of stamps mint and used, in over
40 albums, useful Eastern Europe with Austria, Bosnia, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Lithuania, Russia,
Estonia, Hungary, Romania, Poland, etc., mixed to fine, must be viewed
60046

400 - 600

CC C H G J DCE L

All World: 1859-1970 Estate lot in two large cartons with 1’000’s of stamps mint and used, in over 18
albums and some loose pages, useful Europe with Austria with Renner sheets, Belgium, Great Britain,
Germany etc., mixed to fine, must be viewed
60047

300 - 400

CC C H G J DCE L

All World: 1859-1970 Estate lot in large carton with 1000’s of stamps mint and used, in twelve albums,
useful Belgium in two albums, Venezuela in two album, Germany, Chile & Liechtenstein etc., mixed to
fine, must be viewed
60048

300 - 500

F

All World: 1860-1930 Lot of 174 documents bearing revenue stamps including France, Greece,
Argentine, etc, an unusual assembly being worth viewing
60049

1’000 - 1’500

CC C H G F J DCE L

All World: 1860-1960 Estate lot in two large cartons with 10’000’s of stamps mint and used, presented
in eleven large albums and three small stockbooks etc., showing strength in an all world mix of different
countries, especially the Americas, Europe and Colonies, mixed to fine, must be viewed
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

60050

Cat. N°

CC C H G J DCE L

Estimate (€)

200 - 300

All World: 1860-1970 Estate lot in large carton with 1000’s of stamps mint and used, in twelve albums,
useful Italy, Luxembourg and Liechtenstein etc., mixed to fine, must be viewed

60051

CC C H G F

300 - 500

All World: 1860-1980 Small estate in 12 cartons showing thousands of classified stamps in glassines,
highlights including unusual and valuable Swiss Geneva International Organisations stamps with a
range of high-value items, mostly fine to very fine
60052

CC C H

1’000 - 1’500

All World: 1860-1990 Assembly comprising different collections and a stock, with many countries
represented, including better scattered sets throughout, a good lot of Ethiopia, Albania with better
early values, a good selection of U.S., unattractive group of European colonies, Persia, etc. An important
lot which requires an accurate viewing.
60053

CC C H F DFE / 354

600 - 800

All World: 1860s-1990’s Thematic collection of TRAINS in 2 albums, four ring books, stock book and
loose pages, with thematic stamps mint & used, on cover, FDCs, booklets, commemorative cancels,
etc., 20+ loose leaves with a collection of Italian Ambulant markings incl. scarce blue “Treno Pomerid”
hs on 1869 Papal States cover, useful accumulation to start a thematic exhibit
60054

CC C H F

1’500 - 2’500

All World: 1860-2017 Assembly generally used except for the last 25 years, better countries being
Israel, Canada, China, U.S.A. with face value, etc, to be accurately examined
60055

C H F DCE L DFE

300 - 500

All World 1860s-1950s Mixed accumulation incl. group of 20 covers incl. Germany Zeppelin 4M on
cover to Uruguay, three Prussia covers, Austria incl. censored and railway station cancel, two 1860s
USA covers, group of 15 Austrian revenue documents with stamps up to 50kr, stamps incl. large mint
blocks, modern Poland, Polish locals, Germany, various Europe, China PRC forgeries, etc.

60056

CC C H J DCE

All World: 1860s-1970s Mixed accumulation in a box incl. thematics with “Royal Couples” on 10 pages
incl. Egypt 1938 Royal Wedding £E1 mint nh (yellowish gum), aviation and air ships on pages, plus
Germany 1930 South America Zeppelin flight 4m used, 1933 Zeppelin Chicago flight used set with
extra 4M, small group of stockcards with India Convention states and Cochin, group of mint Israel
tab sets from 1950, some 1930s Italy with 1934 World Cup mint set, Germany 1950s used on album
pages, some mixed condition Large Hermes Heads, some mint blocks of modern Austria
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600 - 800

Lot N°

60057

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

400 - 600

CC C H G J DCE L

All World: 1862-1970 Estate lot in three large carton with 1000’s of stamps mint and used, in medium
and small boxes, loose pages and many small stockbooks and albums, useful Turkey with Ottoman
Empire cancels, mixed array of cover from stampless to middle period usages etc., plus much more,
mixed to fine, must be viewed
60058

100 - 150

F / 360

All World: 1863-1916 Group of 15 choice covers and cards mostly sent to Switzerland, written up on
pages with several interesting items incl. Mozambique 10c postal stationery card uprated in Laurenzo
Marques tied by Chai-Chai telegraph cancel, 1916 registered and censored cover from Kiev, 1894
India postal stationery with “TOO LATE” hs and redirected, Austria 1915 censored and express cover,
1894 Austria uprated pc to Egypt, etc., a useful group

60059

500 - 800

CC C H G F J DCE

All World: 1863-1940 Estate lot in small carton with 100’s of stamps mint and used, mostly on
old auction lot cards, useful Turkey with selection of Toughra, Asia including Afghanistan Tiger
first issue cover, China, Tibet, Belgium handpainted proof, Romania modern varieties, plus an
interesting collection of error and varieties, Germany with States and later modern etc., mixed to
fine, must be viewed
60060

500 - 800

F

All World: 1868-1938 Attractive and varied range of covers and cards showing array of different
countries including Yemen, 1883 Trinidad QV franking, Timor two covers, Spanish Guinea, plus a fine
array of India and India used in Persia and Thailand fiscal document, mixed to fine (40+)
60061

300 - 500

CC C H G F J DCE

All World: 1868-1982 Estate lot in large carton with 1000’s of stamps mint and used, in eleven albums,
useful Orange Fee State and Transvaal, South Africa with some specialised groups, plus Albania etc.,
mixed to fine, must be viewed
60062

300 - 500

CC C H G F J DCE

All World: 1868-1982 Estate lot in large carton with 1000’s of stamps mint and used, in eleven albums,
useful Orange Fee State and Transvaal, South Africa with some specialised groups, plus Albania etc.,
mixed to fine, must be viewed
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60058ex

60079ex2
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360

60079ex1

Lot N°

60063

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

300 - 400

CC C H G J DCE L

All World: 1870-1970 Estate lot in one large carton with 1’000’s of stamps mint and used, in 10
albums and some loose pages, useful Ethiopia, South America, Israel, Egypt, India & Indian States,
plus Schwaneberger album partly filled though-out etc., mixed to fine, must be viewed
60064

200 - 300

CC C H G F J DCE

All World: 1870-1980 Estate lot in large carton with 100’s of stamps mint and used, in albums,
interesting Afghanistan & Persia included, mixed to fine, must be viewed (100’s)
60065

120 - 200

F

All World: 1872-1950 Accumulation of mostly postal stat. cards & envelopes (40+), noted West Indies
Paquebot, Latin America, Italy 1919-20 surcharge cards for Terre Redenti areas, Japan, Dutch Indies,
etc, mostly fine to very fine
60066

100 - 200

F

All World: 1876-1992 Accumulation of covers, cards & postal stationery, mostly 1930s to 50s, mainly
Europe, much Czechoslovakia, mixed to fine
60067

300 - 500

F

All World: 1880s-1960s Accumulation of over 2’200 covers, cards, postal stationery (mostly used),
etc., from all over the world, mostly early-mid 20th Century, a great lot to rummage through
60068

300 - 500

CC C H F J

All World: 1880s-1970s Collection of errors on stamps (errors made by the designers in the text or
image on issued stamps), written up on 1’900+ album pages with mint, used, mini sheets, covers,
postal stationery and FDCs, with countries from all over the world, mostly mid to late 20th Century, a
very unusual thematic collection, with plenty of thematics such as birds, sport, Scouts, etc.
60069

400 - 500

CC C H G F J DCE L

All World: 1880-1980 Estate lot in two large cartons with 1’000’s of stamps mint and used, in 15 albums
or stockbooks and some loose pages, useful Transvaal and Orange Free State, Channel Island modern,
French Colonies, British Empire, Poland, Russia and Scandinavia etc., mixed to fine, must be viewed
60070

150 - 200

H G F J L

All World: 1880-1980 Estate lot in four large cartons with 10’000’s of stamps mostly used, loose in
envelopes and small boxes etc., mixed to fine, must be viewed
60071

500 - 800

CC C H

All World: 1880-2004 Collection with particularly Europe, with better items in Western Germany and
Berlin in n.h. condition, also with Great Britain, U.S.A., Belgium, China, etc., an interesting lot with
medium values and some covers
60072

300 - 400

F

All World: 1884-1956 Accumulation of BANKNOTES, including a scarce group from 1884 when the city
of Khartoum was under siege, General Charles Gordon who was in charge of the city needed money to
keep his troops on side and to ensure the city could function, to this end he issued notes which bore
his facsimile signature in values from the 1 piastre to the 5000 piastres, this lot contains seven of
these with values from 10pi to 5000pi, plus 1898 Boer War Currency cards a selection of six with some
duplication, also a few other later bank notes, mixed to fine, an unusual lot
60073

200 - 300

F DFE / 360

All World: 1890-1940 Group of covers incl. CHINA with Japan used in Chefoo commercial cover, Junk
issues on three covers and a parcel piece, 1944 registered censored airmail from the Dutch Consulate
in Kunming, three INDIA 1940s airmail covers censored in Hong Kong, several CUBA, two Russian
parcel fronts, etc., mixed condition but an interesting group
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

60074

Cat. N°

CC C H G F J DCE L

Estimate (€)

300 - 500

All World: 1890-1980 Estate lot in five large cartons with 10’000’s of stamps mostly mint & used, loose
in envelopes, boxes and many albums or stockbooks etc., mixed to fine, must be viewed
60075

CC C H G F J DCE

200 - 300

All World: 1890-1980 Estate lot in large carton with 1000’s of stamps in envelopes mint and used, plus
three albums, mixed to fine, must be viewed
60076

CC C H G F J DCE L

150 - 200

All World: 1890-1980 Estate lot in four large cartons with 10’000’s of stamps mostly mint & used,
loose in envelopes, boxes and albums etc., mixed to fine, must be viewed

60077

C H F DCE

300 - 500

All World: 1890-1980s Mixture in a stockbook and loose incl. KUT 1922-27 £1 mint nh Specimen
(toned gum) and £10 Specimen (no gum), China 1978 Horses mint nh mini sheet
60078

CC C H F

400 - 600

All World: 1894-1990’s Accumulation in three large boxes and gathered in albums, envelopes and
small boxes, noted good period of PRC MNH, covers as well, accurate viewing required
60079

G F / 360

800 - 1’400

All World: 1900-1980 Postal history assembly comprising several thousands, with a better part
in Europe and South America (few 100s) with stationery and Zeppelins, with accurate viewing
recommended to appreciate the scattered uncommon material throughout
60080

F

300 - 500

All World: 1900-1980 Lot of 52 covers from China, Thailand, Malaysia and Hon Kong, an interesting
assembly with a good array of frankings, viewing essential
60081

CC C H F

400 - 600

All World: 1900-1980 Balance accumulation of mostly Olympic related thematics, showing some
useful imperforates, cancelations, covers and cards, mixed to very fine
60082

CC C H F

All World: 1900-2000 Assembly including various topics such as sports, Copernicus, Revolution,
“saving Venice”, a better collection about the TGV, etc
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300 - 500

Lot N°

60083

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

100 - 200

H G F DFE

All World: 1900s-1980s Collection incl. a correspondence of incoming mail to the International
Quarantine Unit in Geneva with 30+ covers and fronts, mostly from Asia and from Health Departments,
incl. Viet Nam, Macao, Hong Kong, Singapore, etc., plus a used collection in 3 stockbooks of
accumulated used stamps
60084

1’000 - 1’500

CC C H G F A

All World: 1914-1918 WWI - Red Cross thematic collection in one Lindner album displaying a wide
range of material including numerous Cinderellas (with booklets) as well as covers and postcards with
headings related to the Red Cross, a lot for the specialist, to be examined
60085

100 - 150

H

1920s-80s, Accumulation of used stamps incl. France, Italy and Spain in 4 stockbooks
60086

600 - 1’000

C

All World: 1927-1953 Clean mint collection neatly mounted on Yvert album pages, showing France,
Hungary, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherland, Monaco, Lithuania, Latvia, Iceland, Greeceand Liechtenstein,
mixed to very fine (100’s)
60087

10 - 12’000

F / 364

All World: 1928-1936 ZEPPELIN Selection of 129 documents (mostly covers) partly mounted on
exhibition pages, showing a wealth of flights, frankings, Bordstempeln, markings such as “Beförderung
verzögert wegen Abbruchs der 1. Amerikafahrt”, origins incl. Hungary, Iceland, Liechtenstein, Danzig,
Switzerland, Italy, Greece, Bolivia, Uruguay, Argentina, Spain, Brazil, USA, Belgium, destination incl.
Japan, Egypt, useful section of Polarfahrt incl. Nautilus cover, etc., strong basis for a Gold Medal collection
60088

300 - 500

F

All World: 1930-1970s Accumulation of ca.3’000 covers from a range of countries incl. China, Hong
Kong, Sweden, Russia, Africa, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, Japan, etc., worth closer inspection
60089

500 - 900

C H F

All World: 1930-1980 Three thematic albums and some dozens of covers related to animals and
plants, with stamps from Comoros, French Somaliland, China with several better mint sets, etc, a good
lot in terms of quantity and quality
60090

300 - 500

CC C H F

All World: 1930-1990 An interesting thematic collection of music, gathered in four albums with interesting
documents and some good sets (China with popular dances and Maylanfang), a good basis to expand
60091

200 - 300

G

All World: 1935-87 Mixed lots of more than seventy Passport page showing array of different Visa and
or REVENUE stamps from Jordan, Lebanon, Libya, Iraq, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Syria and UAE, mixed to
fine, a scarce group (70+)
60092

200 - 300

CC C H DCE

All World: 1940’s-2004 France & China, two collections with the former in mint condition, the latter
mint and used, mixed to fine
60093

300 - 600

CC C H F A P

All World: 1940-2000 Thematic Red Cross collection mounted in two Lindner albums plus another
album showing a wide range of material including many Cinderellas (with full sheets and essays), perf
and imperf stamps, booklets (France 1952, small adherence on gum), covers and postcards, a very
pleasant assembly, viewing recommended

Find the BID FORM at the end of this catalogue on page 435
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Lot N°

60094

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

200 - 300

CC C

All World: 1950-90s Mint thematic collections in 4 stockbooks, with ANTARCTICA incl. Falkland
Islands with 1938 incomplete set, TAAF, thick stockbook of EXPLORERS, AVIATION and ANIMALS,
very fine and useful range
60095

500 - 800

CC C H G F J DCE L

All World: 1956-1950 Estate lot in two large cartons with 10’000’s of stamps mint and used, loose
in envelopes and small boxes, plus ten albums etc., showing strength in an all world mix of different
countries, especially South America, France, plus some China, USA with some Locals, also an album of
vignettes, mixed to fine, must be viewed
60096

200 - 400

CC C H

All World: 1960’s Collection in 4 albums with a nice selection of China PRC stamps including the 1962
Mei Lan-Fang set mint n.h. CTO (some very light gum toning), Romania, Russia, Bulgaria, Poland, etc.,
some useful thematics
60097

150 - 200

CC C H F

All World: 1960-2000 Space, two albums with numerous postcards displaying cosmonauts, some of
them signed, also including some space-mission cachets
60098

1’000 - 1’500

CC F

All World: 1968-1998 Collection of OLYMPICS in 22 printed albums (3 Kabe albums and 19 Deutsche
Sporthilfe) and 2 stockbooks, with 1964 Toyko (2 albums), 1968 Mexico City (1 album), 1980 Moscow
(7 albums), 1988 Soeul (2 albums, with several signed/autographed covers incl. gold medal winner
Steffi Graf), 1994 Lillehammer (1 album & 1 stockbook, incl. 2 signed covers), 1996 Atlanta (5 albums)
and 1998 Nagano (1 album), incl. mini sheets, souvenir sheets, FDCs, commemorative day event
covers, postal stationery, etc., very few empty spaces, very fine collection of this popular thematic

60099

300 - 400

CC A

All World: 1978-1989 Group of 37 proofs or colour essays on gum paper from IRAQ, plus BURUNDI 1980
Birds 30F and 50F in gutter pairs (strip of three examples) in 6 colours essay, plus centre only, plus frame
only, nh, very fine (48 stamps), plus 1986 Flowers proof with 12 stamps, plus 10 proofs of TUNISIA, very fine
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Symbol(s) / Photo Page

60100

Cat. N°

CC / 364

Estimate (€)

500 - 700

All World: 1978-1998 Collection of FOOTBALL WORLD CUP in 19 printed albums (German text), with
Argentina 78 (8 albums, incl. Beckenbauer signed cover), Spain 82 (1 album), Italia 90 (4 albums
incl. German squad signed card), USA 94 (4 albums) and France 98 (2 albums), incl. mini sheets,
souvenir sheets, FDCs, commemorative match day covers, etc., only a couple of empty spaces, very
fine collection of this popular thematic

Region or Country Collections ordered alphabetically

60101

CC C H G F J DCE

1’000 - 1’500

Albania: 1913-1950 Estate lot in small carton with an attractive group of mint, used and covers, plus
single items all originally auction lots, showing selections of the early Eagle issues (some signed
Rommerskirchen), later including useful airmails, civers with a bisect usage, mixed to very fine (100’s)
60102

CC

2’600 - 4’800

Albania: 1975-2000, Large stock in sheets with some sets in larger quantities, all never hinged, noted
Mi nos.2352/53, each in 9 sheets of 40 stamps, all in complete issues only, Mi € 130’000, detailed
listing enclosed (Est. € 2’600/4’800)
60103

CC C H G F J DCE DFE

1’000 - 1’500

Argentina: 1856-2004 Estate lot in large carton with 1’000s of stamps mint, neatly presented in eight
albums, with a good deal of completion including some mint blocks, plus fine ranges of the early issues
with Corrientes, Confederacion, Escuditos, Rivadavias etc., mixed to fine, must be viewed
60104

F

150 - 200

Argentina: 1880-1960 Mixed lot of 71 covers & postcards, from Argentina mostly before 1935 including
censored mail, plus first flight, 56 postcards, mixed franking with France, mixed to fine
60105

CC C H J L

700 - 1’000

Armenia: 1919-20 Extensive and mixed duplicated accumulation of mostly mint / unused and some
used in large black stockbook, mostly singles with some pairs and blocks, showing Romanov ovpts,
Postal Savings Bank ovpts and War Charity ovpts, some usual faults, as often with Armenian collections
it contains doubtful and forged stamps, interesting lot to study (1000’s)
60106

CC C H J L

Armenia: 1919-20 Small selection of better mint / unused and some used on large black stockpages,
mostly singles with some pairs and blocks, some usual faults, as often with Armenian collections it
contains doubtful and forged stamps, however many signed and some with cert. Berger, interesting
lot to study (120+)

Additional images from larger lots and certificates
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com
If a lot of your interest is not pictured in our website, you may request images at info@davidfeldman.com
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700 - 1’000

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

60107ex

60107

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

60109ex

1’000 - 2’000

H G F S

Austria: 1800-1950s Collection comprising used stamps and covers, contained in 7 albums, of which
one including stamps only with an interesting display of cancellations with some certificates, airmails
incl. 1918 set, revenue stamps, etc, the other six albums featuring a postal history study mainly
dedicated to the city of Czernowitz in Ukraine (Tchernivtsi), viewing is a must
60108

800 - 1’200

H G F

Austria: 1850-1877 Attractive and valuable old-time estate lot neatly mounted on eleven album
pages, showing a fine array of used, cancels, covers & printed matter usages, with a good range of the
1850 issue especially the 3kr. (10 singles, two pairs and a cover), 6kr. (11 singles, three of three and
a cover) and 9kr. (12 singles, one pair and a cover) values, plus useful Newspaper stamps 1851 Blue
Mercury (13 singles, one pair and three newspaper fragments and one complete newspaper) etc.,
generally fresh and a very fine assembly
60109

1’200 - 2’000

C H F DCE

Austria: 1850-1919, A fabulous lot of Austria, Lombardy Venetia, Levant, Occupations Issues as well
as Lichtenstein and Hungary (incl. Occupation issues) in a filled stockbook, mint & used, with sets
throughout incl.1908 to 10kr, 1910 to 10kr, some imperfs, postage dues, Lichtenstein with 1912
set incl. both better 25h, Lombardy Venetia with two covers and a range of cancels on singles and
multiples, Levant with a good range of use, 1908 mint imperf. set, Crete, Venezia Giulia overprints
1918 to 3kr (2k & 3kr cert. Sorani), Trentino 1918 set to 4kr (group cert. Sorani), “POCZTA POLSKA”
overprints, Ukraine overprints, Czech overprints incl. “POSTA CESKOSLOVENSKA”, etc., plus an album
of 45 unused postal stationery items, a great lot (STC €36’000+)
60110

200 - 300

CC C H G F J DCE

Austria & Germany: 1850-1930 Estate lot in small carton with an attractive mixed array of Austria & Levant
cancels on stamps and covers, plus Germany with Deutsches Reich mint blocks, mixed to very fine (100’s)
60111

300 - 500

F

Austria: 1850-1938 Accumulation of 150+ covers & cards, noted many medium better items, mixed

60112

500 - 800

CC C H G F J DCE L

Austria and Lombary Venetia: 1850-1940 Estate lot in small carton with 100’s of stamps mint and
used, some mounted on old auction lots cards, others mounted on pages, useful postage dues lots,
a few better 1850 Issue cancels, plus two DDSG covers etc., duplication, some better items with
certificates, mixed to fine, must be viewed
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

60113ex

60113

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

60114ex

1’500 - 2’000

CC C H F

Austria: 1850-2010 Collection starting with #1 & #2 used, with various shades and types, then 187480 50k fine impression used, 1908-13 10k used, 1910 used set to 10k, 1931 Rotary mint set, 1933
FIS used set, 1933 WIPA 50g+50g silk threads mint nh, 1936 10s Dollfuss mint, Yv.553-575 mint nh,
postage dues, etc., a nice lot, very complete with possibilities to expand
60114

1’500 - 2’000

CC C H G

Austria: 1901-53, Mostly mint collection on album leaves, including a large array of complete sets
and key values of this country with duplication, 1908 and 1910 sets, 1931 Rotary, 1932 Landscapes,
1933 FIS, 1933 WIPA normal and granite paper, 1936 10s Dollfuss (2 including one almost mint never
hinged), 1945 stamps with overprint (incl. certificate), Renner sheets etc., an overall fine and fresh
quality, nice potential, viewing needed

60115

1’000 - 1’500

CC C H F J DCE

Austria: 1915-17 Fieldpost (KUK Feldpost), clean attractive mint and used collection neatly
housed in green stockbook crammed with mostly mint sets both perf. and imperf., plus a fine
array of die proofs of frame and centre only, better item includes Feldpost Romania 80B rose (cert.
Ferchenbauer), plus some surcharge varieties, a wonderful lot for the specialist, mixed to very fine
(100’s) (STC Mi.€17’000+)
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

60116

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

1’000 - 1’500

H G F J / 368

Austrian Levant: 1850-1916 Estate lot in three stockbooks with 100’s of stamps plus many covers and
cards used with a vast array of Austrian Levant offices including Alexandrette, Andrinople, Antivari,
Beyrouth, Bucharest, Burgas, Canea, Cavalla, Cesme, Constantinople, Filipopoli, Fokscan, Gallatz,
Gallipoli, Giurgevo, Ibraila, Ineboli, Jaffa, Janina, Jassy, Jerusalem, Kerassund, Kustendje, Lagos,
Larnaca, Liechtenstein, Mersine, Meteline, Rhodes, Rodosto, Sajada etc., plus much more especially a
fine array of mint Austrian Levant stamps at postal stationery, mixed to fine, must be viewed
60117

100 - 150

H G

Austrian Levant: 1870-74 Varna - Group of the Levant 1867 issue complete set 2s to 50s all values
with the scarce boxed “LETTRE ARIVATE/PER MARE/VARNA” hs, plus extra 15s and 50s, mixed to fine

60118

8’000 - 12’000

C H G F

Belgium: 1849-58, Exceptional group of Belgium classics on stockcards with covers and stamps of
Epaulettes and Medallions issues, range of cancellations, exceptionally large margined examples,
shades, multiples, and varieties, a fine group
60119

3’000 - 3’500

H / 364

Belgium: 1849-65 Group of three items incl. very fine 1849-50 40c Carmine with fine to very good
margins, crisp “25” numeral of Charleroi; 1858-61 1c on newspaper band (minor faults) and 1863 40c
complete used plate reconstructions of the first and second panes
60120

400 - 500

H F

Belgium: 1849-78 assembly comprising 64 used stamps and 25 covers including nuances, cancellations
and few multiples, the covers mainly bearing single frankings and external mail to France, Germany
and Switzerland, very fine

Bidding Steps

All bids in Euros

50-100		

5

1’000-2’000		

100

20’000-50’000

2’000

100-200		

10

2’000-5’000		

200

50’000-100’000

5’000

200-500		

20

5’000-10’000		

500

100’000-200’000

10’000

50

10’000-20’000		

1’000

500-1’000			

200,000+

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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Auctioneers discretion

Lot N°

60121

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

12 - 15’000

H F

Belgium: 1850-1865, An amazing assembly of MEDAILLONS including cancellations, pairs, covers
incl. three-colour franking to LOMBARDY-VENETIA, destinations incl. GUADELOUPE, GREECE, Austria,
Germany, etc., an attractive foundation to mount an exhibit
60122

150 - 250

F

Belgium: 1870-1946, Accumulation of mostly covers, mostly 1919-1946, noted registered express,
express covers, a few perfins on cover, many interesting frankings, mixed to very fine mostly
commercial cover group
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

60123

Cat. N°

F

Estimate (€)

700 - 1’000

Belgium: 1910-35 Mint accumulation neatly presented on stockcards, including King Albert Red Cross,
Cardinak Mercier and Irval issues, fine selection of Railway Issues from 1916 and1935 set both appear
mint nh, plus some Belgian Congo used and mint, also early Belgian proof of centre only, mixed to fine
60124

CC F

600 - 800

1962-2008, BHUTAN unusual MNH collection in 3 SAFE albums including perf and imperf sets, the
rare 1973 Phonograph Records set, gold and silk stamps, sheets, many FDC’s, scarcely offered
60125

F / 368

200 - 200

Bolivia: 1930-1932 Specialised Transatlantic Zeppelin Airmail collection neatly mounted and written
up on 8 album pages, showing an extensive range of 10 covers with a wide variety of flights cachets
from the 1st South America Flight through to the 4th South America Flight, plus selection of other
flights, including, 1st Pan American Flight, generally fine to very fine (12 covers)

60126

CC C H F J DCE

Bosnia Herzegovina: 1879-1918 Clean attractive mint and used collection neatly housed in large red
Lighthouse stockbook, crammed with proofs, die proofs, colour trials, imperfs, mint, used, blocks,
postage dues, unused postal stationery etc., some duplication, a wonderful lot for the specialist, mixed
to very fine (100’s) (STC Mi.€17’500+)
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1’500 - 2’000

Lot N°

60127

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

300 - 400

H DCE

Brazil: 1850-1960s, mostly used collection on pages, stockcards, etc, a mixed lot
60128

200 - 300

F

Brazil: 1900-1930, lot of 110 old picture postcards including several interesting topics, viewing suggested.
60129

300 - 400

F / 368

Brazil: 1930-1936 Specialised Transatlantic Zeppelin Airmail collection neatly mounted and written
up on 70 album pages, showing an extensive range of 73 covers with a wide variety of flights cachets
from the 2nd South America Flight through to the 20th South America Flight, plus selection of other
flights, generally fine to very fine (73 covers)
60130

300 - 500

F / 376

British Empire: 1802-55, group of BRITISH WEST INDIES stampless postal history incl. British Guiana,
1851 cover from Demarara with despatch cds, Trinidad 1809 entire with partial “ShipLre / Greenock”
hs, Tobago 1802 wrapper with Tobago docketing ms, Dominica 1807 cover with large”DOMINICA”
fleuron gs, St. Kitts 1825 entire with very good “”ST. KITTS” flueron ds, Jamaica 1831 entire from
Kingston, 1837 entire with Kingston despatch cds and 1841 cover with Kingston double arc despatch,
Grenada 1855 part cover with despatch double-arc ds and 1833 entire with slavery content, a nice
group for the BWI collector (10)
60131

1’500 - 2’000

F / 376

British Empire: 1832-98, Attractive collection of postal history most from the British Empire to
Scotland, with New Zealand with 4 covers incl. 1861 envelope with four-margined 6d tied by neat
Dunedin numeral, India with 4 De La Rue frankings & 1 stampless, Gibraltar incl. stampless with arc hs,
COGH incl. 1834 military concession rate entire and 1858 env. with full margin 6d Triangular, Tasmania
stampless (2), NSW stampless (2) & franked (5), South Australia registered stampless, Victoria with
one stampless and four franked incl. 1856 env. with 6d, Queensland with two perf. Chalon frankings,
Ionian Islands incl. 1859 env. with “PAID AT CORFU” in blue and (1d) blue and 1859 cover with black
“PAID AT CORFU” (both restored), Canada with 8 stampless, and 6 franked incl. very fine 1865 cover
with 12 1/2c green, plus 18 covers (mostly from Europe) incoming to Scotland, mixed condition, a very
useful and interesting lot (75)

60132

2’000 - 3’000

CC C H G F J DCE

British Empire: 1851-1950 Estate lot in small carton with an attractive group of items on old
auction lot cards with strength in Australian States, Ceylon, Cyprus, Nova Scotia with bisect usage,
Newfoundland classics with. certs etc., some stuck down, mixed to fine, must be viewed, some with
certificates (SG £23’000+)
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

60133

Cat. N°

CC C H G J DCE

Estimate (€)

2’000 - 3’000

British Empire: 1853-1930 Estate lot in carton with an attractive groups of collections, balance
collections and small specialised ranges all originally auction lots, showing selections of Cape of Good
Hope with Woodblocks, British Levant, Ceylon with early issues, Bechuanland including BAILEY BRITH
to ZWART MODDER: Collection of cancels on stamps written up on 13 pages incl. rare examples,
starting with Bailey Brith (2), Bloemfontein, Devondale (2), Dry Harts (3), Dry Hartz and Dry Harts
SA, Geluk (2 cds, 1 BONC + 2 postal stationery cards), Genesa B.B. on SA 1d & 1/2d on piece, Groot
Chwaing (2 cds & 1 BONC), Hartebeeste Pan (3), Morokwen B.B. on Cape 1d and SA piece with 2d (3),
rare Sandpits BONC on 2d bistre, Zwart Modder and finally 2 pages of BONCs and foreign/unknown
cancels, plus introductory page with ppc of native village Bechuanaland with hand illustrated pmks
all around, Nova Scotia, Cook Island, Fiji, Malta, Seychelles, St. Kitts, British Virgin Island, Tobago,
Gibraltar, Malta and Great Britain, mixed to very fine (100’s)

60134

C H G F J DCE DFE

British Empire: 1853-1935 Estate lot in small carton with stamps mint and used, presented on old
auction lot cards, with Great Britain 1867-83 10s greenish grey used, cert. Louis, Tasmania 4d dull
orange used with dramatic pre-printing paper flaw, Cape Triangualers selection of 4d blue in two mint
pairs and one block of four etc., Canada Large Queen 2c green bisect on cover, New Guiena 1935
Airmail £2 and £5 mint etc., plus a few other items, mixed to fine, must be viewed
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500 - 800

Lot N°

60135

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

2’000 - 3’000

CC C H G F J DCE

British Empire: 1855-1950 Estate lot in small carton with an attractive groups of items on old auction
lot cards with strength in Cape of Good Hope with Mafeking, Cyprus, Great Britain, Gibraltar, Mauritius
etc., some stuck down, mixed to fine, must be viewed, some with certificates (SG £23’000+)
60136

100 - 200

F

1868-1940s, Small group of covers and a parcel piece, with 1868 stampless cover from Kingston,
Jamaica sent by French paquebot, New Zealand 1878 cover to Germany with 6d & two 1d from
Christchurch, 1898 cover sent registered to Germany with 1/2d strip of five and 3d, and parcel piece
with 5d and Third Reich consular hs, Canada 1899 cover with strip of four 1/2c, useful for retail
60137

400 - 600

C H F DCE L

British Empire: 1870s-1960s, Mint & used collection in 10 stockbooks, with Australasia, Malaya with
better Straits Settlements, West Indies, better Canada incl. Provinces, South Africa incl. States, some
forgeries of the classic stamps, plus a bunch of covers/cards, a useful addition to a dealer’s stock
60138

200 - 300

CC C H

British Empire: 1884-2002 Pacific and South West Atlantic Islands: A collection of mint and used
stamps predominately Queen Elizabeth II, with some King George V and King George VI from Papua
New Guinea, Pitcairn and St. Helena (including Queen Victoria), Tristan da Cunha Islands, very fine
60139

150 - 200

CC C H

British Empire: 1894- 1950 Lot of varieties including overprints, imperforate, specimens, etc, a fine
and appealing assembly

60140

2’000 - 3’000

C S

British Empire: 1905-1953 All World mint collection dedicated to specimen stamps of the British Empire for
the great majority, gathered in four large albums incl one Kohl’s “Pracht-Ausgabe” and some loose pages,
from Antigua to Zanzibar with abundant better sets including charismatic values such as Falkland 1933
Centenary £1, Malta 1919 10s (multi crown CA wmk) and St. Kitts , generally very fine, viewing recommended
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60131ex3

60147ex1
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60155ex

Lot N°

60141

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

1’000 - 1’500

C

British Empire: 1927-1952. Collection in one album from Australia to Virgin Islands, including
numerous better KGVI sets (£100-£200) and few more valuable such as Falkland 1938-50 set,
Seychelles 1938-49 set, etc, generally very fine
60142

800 - 1’200

C

British Empire: 1937-1952. Mint KGVI collection in one album from Aden to Zanzibar, also including
Great Britain and numerous better sets (£100-£300), very fine
60143

1’000 - 1’500

CC C H F J S

British Somaliland: 1900-1960 Clean attractive mint and used collection neatly housed in red
Lighthouse stockbook showing a good deal of completion including completes set, singles and blocks,
Specimens, with some useful varieties some with certs., plus a few postal stationery, revenues and
covers, mixed to very fine (100’s)

60144

800 - 1’200

CC C H G F J DCE

Bulgaria: 1879-1950 Estate lot in carton with an attractive group of collections mint & used, on leaves,
plus single items all originally auction lots, showing selections of the classic issues with some in blocks
of four, later including 1903 and 1916 surcharges, mostly used etc., mixed to very fine (100’s)
60145

1’000 - 1’500

CC C H G F

Bulgaria: 1924 Provisionals specialised collection mounted on 33 exhibition pages with a majority of
the rare varieties and usages including a block of nine of Michel N°180A, many inverted overprints, a
very rare “Postsparbuch”, imperforate in-between, overprinted se-tenant with not overprinted, etc.
60146

200 - 400

CC C J

Bulgaria: 1931-40, Small mint duplication incl. 1931 Balkan Games mint nh incl. three 50l, 1931
airmails in blocks on four well-filled stockcard pages, 1935 Hadji blocks and singles on a page, and
1940 airmails in blocks on stockpage, mix of nh and hinged, fine and fresh
60147

2’000 - 3’000

F DFE / 376

Ceylon: 1830-54, Collection of pre-stamp postal history, incl. Colombo Post Free shield ds (6 incl. fronts),
Post Free cds from Matelle (front), Nuwera Ellia and Columbo (2), Columbo circular Post-Not-Paid, cutcircular (“half marks”) ds of Gampolle (2), Karaundugalle (4) and Rambodde, Columbo Post Paid shield
ds (2 covers, 1 front), crowned oval Colombo Post N Paid on front & cover and crowned oval Post Paid (3),
several Kandy, Galle and Columbo Steamer Letter cds, Post Paid cds of Pusilawe, Matelle and Batticaloa,
“British Pacekt / Postage / Paid” cachet (2), great foundation for a pre-stamp postal history collection (49)
60148

4’000 - 6’000

F / 380

Ceylon: 1836-1910, Exhibition collection from pre-stamp onwards incl. Columbo Post Paid (reverse
S) crowned shield ds (red & black), Kandy and Trinco “POST PAID” crowned shield ds on covers (both
ex Hackmey), Columbo crowned oval ds, imperf. 1d on local covers (6), 5d imperf. on cover to India,
attractive 3-colour 1860 franking to England (ex Hackmey), 1864 perf.9d & 1d on cover (ex Hackmey),
1869 mixed issue franking (ex Hackmey), then a range of De La Rue frankings and postal stationery
showing a range of cancellations, incl. a 1898 spectacular multiple franking to Switzerland, etc., a very
interesting and well presented collection with some very nice items and room for development
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

60149

Cat. N°

C H DCE P S L

Estimate (€)

400 - 600

Ceylon: 1857-1949, Collection of stamps and proofs on 7 pages incl. 1857 Perkins Bacon reprint die
proof with ornaments instead of value and plate proofs in black of the 6d and 9d, 1872-80 group of
8 imperf. proofs with “CANCELLED” overprint, 2R50 plate proof pair on buff paper, 1899-1900 1R50
& 2R25 with SPECIMEN overprint & Ultramar hs, 1938-49 5R proof of the frame in pair, stamps incl.
imperfs some high values, 2 pages of forgeries, etc., a useful lot
60150

F DFE

500 - 700

Ceylon: 1857-1890s, Collection of postal history from imperf. 1d sent locally (8) and perf. 1d sent
locally (2), variety Pence Issues on covers often to the UK, several with Forwarding Agents cachets,
mixed condition (44)
60151

F / 376

300 - 400

Ceylon: 1860-1950, Group of INCOMING mail with eight GB Surface Printed frankings incl. 1873 1s
from Templemore Ireland to Nuwara Eliya, 1863 cover with 6d with Kotmalie arrival, a few from India,
uprated Japan postal stationery card, mixed condition
60152

CC C H F M

2’000 - 3’000

Ceylon: 1862-1960s, Collection of REVENUES in a fat album, mostly written up, incl. 1862 Foreign Bill
undenominated colour trial in orange and 1d die proof in black as well as used examples up to 10s,
Receipt stamps incl. die proof, usages on documents, Impressed Revenues on documents, Stamp Duty
incl usages on document with one franked with 100R & 50R, later QV Foreihn Bill issues with surcharges
again incl. usages on documents and pieces, through KEVII, KGV and some later, with the emphasis of
the exhibit on the Tea trade with a focus on different commercial cancels, and incl. extra items such as
picture postcards and other ephemera, an attractive and unusual exhibit collection scarcely seen
60153

C H

300 - 500

Ceylon: 1862-1905, Revenues collection on 54 pages/stockcards incl. Foreign Bill, Stamp Duty,
Judicial, Warehouse Warrant and Telegraph issues, with seemingly a good deal of completion
throughout especially in the completeness of the three-part Bill of Exchange issues and revalued QV
issues, Telegraphs incl. mint 1905 KEVII to 75c, items of interest incl. Postal Commission double
ovpt,, Stamp Duty 1R imperf “CANCELLED” proof, some usages on document, etc., a great lot for the
specialist (800+ stamps)
60154

F / 376

Ceylon: 1864-1937, One-frame gold-medal exhibit collection of “TOO LATE” markings on covers,
cards issues, with uses of the five different type of of hs incl. some earliest and latest, postal stationery,
incoming mail, manuscript markings, etc., incl. covers ex Proud and Hackmey (annotated), and
attractive collection for the specialist (44)
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400 - 600

Lot N°

60155

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

300 - 500

F / 376

Ceylon: 1870s-1900s, Collection of Official mail with 16 OHMS postcards, one franked with 2c, six
with “FREE” hs (different types), uses incl. Ceylon Planter’s Rifle Corps call to the armoury, a notice to
a Tea estate to pay, one to Hambantota (only 2 recorded), etc., plus seven OHMS unfranked mail incl.
large cover to Mexico with “COLOMBO / FREE” cds and GPO cachet (ex Proud), postcard with “KANDY
/ FREE” cds (only recorded use), etc., a great lot for the specialist (23)
60156

1’000 - 1’500

F DFE / 380

Ceylon: 1880s-1900s, Collection of postal history and stamps with focus on cancellations, incl. the
lettered barred ovals, barred numerals incl. “39” from Kotmali to USA, “57” from Mannar to England
(faults), “7” on attractive uprated stationery to Malta, plus 46 others incl. smaller villages (ex Ted
Proud), 10 pages of loose stamps incl. CAVE overprints, plus some cds and other obliterators incl. cover
from Bamdarawela R.O., a section of mail abroad, with a wide range of stationery usages throughout, a
great mixture, ideal foundation for the student of cancellations (100+ covers/fronts + stamps)
60157

400 - 600

F / 380

Ceylon: 1880s-1900s, Collection of QV postal stationery, with registered incl. proof impression of the
Colombo registered cds and Galle registered oval, some unused and Specimen envelopes of different
sizes and different surcharges, mixed condition with some missing stamps noted, a range of envelopes
and stationery card usages, unused and Specimens incl. reply post cards, several attractive uprated
usages abroad, cancellation interest, a great lot for the stationery specialist (70+)
60158

200 - 300

F

Ceylon: 1880s-1900s, Collection of QV postal stationery, with cards, wrappers and envelopes, with
“TOO LATE” from Kandepola and Kotagala, redirected, R.L.O., cancellation interest incl. “The Camp”,
some sent abroad, a useful lot for the stationery specialist (38)
60159

400 - 600

F

Ceylon: 1880s-1900s, Collection of 150+ QV postal stationery cards and envelopes with a wide range
of cancels on stationery incl. domestic and foreign postal cards, lettercards, reply cards, envelopes,
wrappers, etc., cancels incl. thimbles and barred numerals from smaller villages and towns (none from
Columbo), many collected by the vendor for their good strikes, a great foundation for a cancellation
collection
60160

400 - 600

F / 380

Ceylon: 1889-1966, Collection of Money Orders and Money Order & Savings Bank cancels on covers/
cards, incl. 1889 postal order for 50c, M.O. & S.B. cancels in QC period from Trincomalee (only recorded
use), Dickoya (latest use), Bandarawei, Rakwana, Calle, Diyatalawa (censored cover from Boer POW),
Avisawella and Warawala, 8 money order certificates/waybills, through to KEVII and KGV, an unusual
lot (40+), plus 6 stockpages of loose stamps with these cancels
60161

300 - 500

H G

Ceylon: 1890s-1940s, Cancellations collection in two albums, ex Ted Proud, from Adampan to
Yogiyana (no Columbo), with many offices represented by multiple types and different letter codes,
some thought to be the only recorded examples, plus a page of Forwarding Agent cachets, a fantastic
lot for the specialist for further study formed by an expert in this field (ca.3’000 stamps)
60162

200 - 300

F

Ceylon: 1890s-1940s, Group of 32 covers/cards underpaid with POSTAGE DUE, incoming and
outgoing, with a variety of tax and instruction hs, a very interesting lot, ideal for the specialist or retailer
60163

200 - 300

F

Ceylon: 1890s-1940s, Group of 24 covers/cards sent by RAILWAY POST and TPOs, with a variety of
cancels incl. Down Indo-Ceylon TPO, Up Jaffna TPO, Up Kangy, Up Bandarawela, etc., incl. 1918 cover
with typed label “Found in cavity below the floor of Travelling Post Office box” (ex Proud), unusual and
interesting lot for the specialist
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Lot N°

60164

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

400 - 600

F / 380

Ceylon: 1900s-1910s, Collection of KEVII postal stationery, with a range of stationery cards and
registered envelopes, with better cancels incl. Pearl Fishery (ex Proud), Bahawentalawe, Haverlock
Town, Jaffna Kachcheri, Monaragalam Yatiyantota, etc., a difficult assembly and a great lot for the
stationery specialist (100+)
60165

500 - 700

F / 380

Ceylon: 1910s-1930s, Collection of KGV postal history incl. 35 to foreign destinations, 62 postal
stationery cards and envelopes and 55 registered incl. insured, AR and unused stationery (inxl. larger
sizes), with a range of cancels and usages, definitives and commemoratives (152)
60166

400 - 600

F

Ceylon: 1910s-30s, Collection of 190+ KGV covers and cards with a vast array of town cancels,
showing postage due, registered with a nice group of AR and Insured, airmails, commemorative
usages, internal and foreign rate mail, etc., an ideal basis for an exhibit collection
60167

400 - 600

F

Ceylon: 1930s-1950s, Collection of KGVI postal history incl. postal stationery with various postal
cards, envelopes and airletters, some uprated, registered incl. stationery, insured incl. parcel tags,
sent abroad, and military usages with censored, OAS, airgraph, etc., a wide range of cancels, an
interesting mixture (110+)
60168

200 - 300

F DFE

Ceylon: 1930s-40s, Collection of 120 KGVI covers and cards with an array of town cancels, incl.
registered, OHMS,, airmails, registered insured tags, book post, good mix of commemorative frankings,
etc., a useful lot
60169

300 - 500

F / 382

Ceylon: 1941-45, Airgraphs one frame gold-medal exhibit collection plus extras, with the exhibit incl.
two original blank Airgraph form (fewer than 10 known), eleven form varieties, with related research,
microfilm, photos and envelopes, incl. Ceylon Airgraphs sent on Indian forms, six illustrated/graphic,
the extras with 26 items incl. illustrated/graphic military and hand drawn Airgraphs, many matched
with their envelopes and by Berman catalogue numbers (50+)
60170

100 - 150

C H F J DCE

Ceylon: 1942-53, Small group of CINDERELLAS incl. 1947 Parliament souvenir sheet plus two singles
used on covers with the issued set, War Purposes 5c black on green mint (2) and used (2) plus one tied
to cover, 10c cancelled on censored cover to USA, and 1953 Anti-Tuberculosis sheet, an unusual group
60171

400 - 600

H F J DCE / 382

Ceylon: 1961 TAMIL REVOLUTIONARY STAMPS, small group on two pages, unused first and second
printings (6, with shades) plus 2 blocks of 2nd printing, unused stationery envelope and stationery
card (very rare), and Ltte Eelman unofficial stamp, a very rare group
60172

100 - 150

F

Chile: 1932 Specialised Transatlantic Zeppelin Airmail selection neatly mounted and written up on
5 album pages, showing an range of 5 covers with a wide variety of flights cachets, generally fine to
very fine (5 covers)
60173

100 - 200

CC C H G F

China: 1885-2006, mostly dragon & junk issues, also div. Macau, Hong Kong, etc., mostly used, some
mint hinged or MNH, mostly fine to very fine, on 14 medium size stockcards
60174

100 - 200

C H DCE

China: 1890s-60s, Small accumulation in a stockbook and loose pages, incl. Dr Sun definitives,
overprints, inflationary, surcharges, some PRC, Taiwan incl. 1951 40c-$1.60 imperf. used, Manchuria,
Local Post, etc., a useful lot for retail
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Lot N°

60175

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

300 - 500

CC

China: 1983-2000, Collection in 2 Lighthouse albums, 1st album generally complete run of stamps
without the sheets, second album from 1993 much completion including sheets, fine nh mint
60176

3’000 - 5’000

F / 382

Colombia: 1840-1937. Dealer’s stock of 148 different priced covers for a total of €11,150,
viewing suggested

60177

4’000 - 5’000

Cuba: 1865-83, “Documentos de Policía” imperforate revenue stamp collection mounted on 20
exhibition pages (these revenue issues were intended for use in Cuba, Philippines and Puerto Rico),
including 80 stamps with some few varieties and 18 documents, with bisect usages and up to threecolour frankings, with usages mainly from Matanzas, an exceedingly rare internationally-awarded
assembly, with the great majority of the available material bring gathered in this collection.
60178

800 - 1’200

CC C G F DCE P

Czechoslovakia: 1919-1960 Estate lot in carton with an attractive groups of collections balance
collections and small specialised ranges all originally auction lots, showing selections of the 1919
overprints, some useful colour trials, plus two sets of the Music sheets, mixed to very fine (1000’s)
60179

2’000 - 3’000

F / 380

Danish West Indies: 1788-1866, Balance of the Loshamn collection of Danish West Indies postal
history incl. two official decrees, group of seven pre-stamp covers incl. 1797 cover to USA with “4” hs,
1816 cover to UK with “PACKET-LETTER” hs, two via Leeward Islands to UK, 1857 cover sent “onboard
the Atrato, 443 Miles from St.Thomas” and 1861 cover from St. Jan, then 1854 cover with “FOREIGN
LETTER OFFICE / ST.THOMAS”, 1863 cover with “ST.THOMAS EXPRESS OFFICE”, Crowned “Paid St.
Thomas” hs, 1866 cover with French St. Thomas paquebot ds, a useful selection of items, ideal for a
dealer or as a starter group for a postal history collection (18 items)
60180

200 - 300

H F

Denmark: 1850-1858 Attractive old-time estate lot neatly mounted on four album pages, showing a
fine array of 1852-54 and 1858 4sk brown, plus some other values, with used singles, strips, covers
and cancels, generally fresh and a very fine assembly (49 stamps & six covers)
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Symbol(s) / Photo Page

60181

Cat. N°

H

Estimate (€)

150 - 200

Denmark: 1854-58 Small study on two pages comprising 10 used examples of the 1854 4sk brown
and 35 examples of the 1858 issue, classified under the various printings and shades, gen. very fine
60182

CC C H

200 - 300

Denmark: 1860s-1980s, Mint and used collection in a binder on printed pages, incl. Greenland,
slightly sparse
60183

F / 382

1’000 - 1’500

Denmark: 1920-41, Two frame exhibit encased postage for Schleswig Plebiscite and Wartime use,
with 13 brass coin caps with encased postage from 1920 Schleswig plebiscite in exemplary condition
and over 300 cellophane coin-stamps used in Denmark during WWII as currenvy replacement shown
with period coins, stamps and covers, a most unusual and interesting exhibit
60184

C H DCE

1’000 - 1’500

Egypt: 1866-1952, Mostly used collection on printed pages in an album with definitives,
commemoratives, airmails and mini sheets, noted 1866 5pi & 10pi, 1926 Port Fouad 5m, 10m and
15m used, 50pi unused with small surface faults, 1932 100m on £E1 mint, 1934 UPU used set, 1938
Royal Wedding £E1 unused, etc., all the spaces filled, please inspect, mostly fine
60185

CC C H G

400 - 600

Egypt: 1866-1906, Attractive mint and used selection on stockcards showing chiefly the early Sphinx
issues and some Suez Canal stamps, attractive range of cancels including on Suez Canal singles, Sphinx
issues with varieties including double-print, cancellations include Raz El Ech and CANAL DE SUEZ,
KENA, DAMANHUR STAZIONE, alos DAMIATA, MANFALLUT, S.EL KOM STAZIONE, MINIA STAZIONE,
KHARTOUM, DONGOLA, KOROSKO, NADI-HALFA, SONAKIN, also some 1879 provisionals, etc.
60186

F

200 - 300

Egypt: 1897-1960 Eclectic selection of eleven covers, showing 1897 Egypt used in Wadi-Hakfa,
1918 wreck cover, 1928 Salonica Cigarette ad cover, 1911 Shepheard’s Hotel ad cover and 1960 UN
Emergency Force cover to Brazil etc., mixed to very fine, a fun lot (11)
60187

CC C H J

300 - 500

Egypt: 1925-1961 Estate lot of mostly Commemorative in mint nh complete and part sheets, blocks,
sets, miniature sheets, also included airmails, revenues, and some duplication, all presented in
glassine and regular envelopes, plus some first day covers, plus printed album, with mint and used,
plus additional envelope with mostly Great Britain first day covers, mixed to very fine (1000’s)
60188

CC

1’000 - 1’200

Ethiopia: 1930-1931, assembly of 70 imperforate stamps in block of 10 with Coronation of Haile
Selassie, airplane Potez 25 A2 and Empress Mänän, MNH and scarce, (STC Y&T €18.250)
60189

F / 382

300 - 400

Europe: 1420-1865. 24 stampless covers incl. rare early 1420 entire from Alessandria (Italy) with rare
wax seal and string
60190

CC C H

2’600 - 3’600

Europe: 1849-2018 Neat collections of Belgium, Netherlands, Vatican and Liechtenstein in four larges
boxes; Belgium both mint & used collections 1849-2018 in 13 DAVO albums (missing the key values),
NL 1852-2006 mint & used in 4 DAVO albums, Vatican 1929-2017 mint in 4 albums, FL 1970-2018
both a mint and a used collection in 6 albums, a used collection of Switzerland 1870-1990 and a mint
one 1910-60, very fine, the recent years with high face value & difficult to find
60191

CC C H F / 382

Europe: 1850-1960’s Large assembly in envelopes and albums, focussing on AUSTRIA incl. good
values and sets from the 1930s, covers and FDCs, Rotary set, 1933 FIS set on cover, WIPA granite
paper, Dollfuss on cover etc., to be viewed
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900 - 1’200

Lot N°

60192

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

1’000 - 1’600

CC C H

Europe: 1850-1970 Assembly of different collection and stock, with better countries including
Romania, Hungary, Luxembourg, Iceland, Low Countries, Italy, Germany, Vatican, Russia, etc., also
with complete or part sheets, a significant lot which deserves an accurate viewing

60193

21

C H

1’000 - 1’500

Europe: 1851-1861 Small group of mostly used classic stamps incl. Spain 1851 10r, 1852 5r, 1853 5r
and 1854 5r, Portugal 1853 50r (2), Baden 1851-52 6d unused and used, Bremen 1855-61 5sgr mint
pair and Prussia 4pg used (2), mostly fine, some minor imperfections (Yv. €4’765)
60194

1’000 - 1’500

F

Europe: 1915-1935 Almost 190 covers from Baltic countries, including a good array of frankings,
accurate viewing essential

60195ex

60195

60196ex

600 - 1’000

CC C

Europe: 1918-1950s A nice assembly in two small albums including medium stamps and sets with
mostly Belgium (complete 1918 set, Knights, Orval, Sanitarium etc.) and Germany with several good
souvenir sheets including Bizone, Saar (x2), etc, viewing suggested
60196

500 - 600

CC C

Europe: 1930s-1940s Selection of mint sets incl. Switzerland marginal 1945 Pax n.h. set, Italy incl.
1930 Virgil n.h. set (excl. 15c), Germany Reich, etc, fine to very fine (150+)
60197

400 - 600

H G F / 388

Finland & Norway: 1855-58 Attractive old-time estate lot neatly mounted on two album pages, showing
used selection of the First issues with Norway 4sk blue (five used singles and single on cover), Finland
5 kop blue used (small pearls), 5 kop (large pearls) single on fragment and single on cover, plus 10 kop
red two used singles on fragment, plus five covers and cards with Sweden & Iceland, mixed to very fine
60198

CC C H

200 - 300

Finland: 1860s-1980s, Mint and used collection in a binder on printed pages
Geneva, December 3, 2020
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

60199

Cat. N°

CC C H G F

Fiume: 1918-1919 Extensive and valuable collection neatly mounted and presented in Lindner album
on 51 album pages, plus a vast array of stamps on stockcards and old auction lots cards, showing mint,
used, complete set, imperforate and imperf. between varieties, surcharges or overprint varieties such
and inverted, other varieties include double impressions, printed on gum size, covers and registered
usages, additionally fine group of large mint blocks, part and complete sheets, a wonderful assembly
and ean excellent basis for study and expansion (1000’s)
Expertise: Many with certificates from a wide range of experts including Nikola Petric, Alberto Diena,
Enzo Diena, Sorani, Sigfrido Wolf and Guglielmo Oliva etc.

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com
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Estimate (€)

8’000 - 12’000

Lot N°

60200

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

600 - 1’000

C H G F

France & Colonies: 1759-1969 Accumulation of odds and ends, showing useful stampless covers, two
franked covers from Senegal, Réunion Roland Garros 50f on cover, group of TAAF covers, plus France
Bordeaux 2c brown unused, mixed to fine
60201

400 - 600

CC C H F J DCE P L

France and Colonies: 1849-1974 Estate lot in one carton with proofs, mint, used and covers, cancellations,
presented on old auction lot cards, four albums and some loose pages etc., showing 1859 General
Colonies Eagle 10c proof, 1937 Pexip block used, modern proofs etc., mixed to fine, must be viewed
60202

4’000 - 6’000

C H

French Colonies: 1899-1959 Ivory Coast - Extensive and valuable collection of the postal history of
this West African French colony, with over 240 covers all prepared and ready to be mounted into an
exhibit collection, showing a wonderful range of the Peace & Commerce issue with maritime usages,
registered mail and registered receipts, postal stationery mint and used, single, multiple frankings and
mixed frankings, follow this first part is a vast array of the colourful and attractive Allegorical Issue
again with a wonderful range of usage, some useful airmail and crash covers, plus a section of the later
commemorative, a wonderful opportunity to acquire an almost ready many exhibit collection (246
covers and or picture postcards)
60203

400 - 600

F S

French Colonies: 1940-1945. Free French collection containing almost 50 covers mainly mounted
on exhibition pages, mainly focusing on censorships mostly French Somali Coast French Oceanic
Settlements, , but also including scarce military mail from Lebanon, FFI (France), , airmails, London
H.Q. mail, rare Free French cover headings from Tahiti and the Consulate in Ethiopia, rare American
consular mail franked with French issues from Tahiti, also five handbooks about postal history in
French Somali Coast
60204

200 - 300

CC C H J

Georgia: 1919-22 Attractive duplicated stock of mostly mint earlier issues showing array of colour
varieties and printing, with strength in Mi. 1A/B-9A/B, Mi.10-26, Mi.31A-35A and Mi. 36 A/B-39 A/B,
many appear complete, with some useful mint multiples and a little used, mixed to very fine (100’s)
60205

200

CC J

Georgia: 1993-2001, Attractive mint nh accumulation of new issues on stockpages, showing a good
deal of completion with complete sets, plus better imperforate varieties, generally very fine (100’s)

Please ensure your bids arrive on time!

In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence
Geneva, December 3, 2020
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60197ex1

60223ex

60252ex
388
388

60197ex2

60233ex

60254ex

Lot N°

60206

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

500 - 800

CC C H G J DCE L

German Colonies: 1890-1912 Estate lot in one carton with 100’s of stamps mint and used, mostly
mounted on loose pages, plus a selection of single items on old auction lot cards, showing a fine array
of different colonies etc., mixed to fine, must be viewed

60207

3’000 - 4’000

CC C H J DCE

German States - Bavaria: 1849-1820 Clean attractive mint and used collection neatly housed in black
stockbook showing early classics with fine example of the 1849 1kr. black cert. Stegmuller, plus
extensive early classics and later period with some duplication, plus some proofs and covers, mixed to
very fine (100’s) (STC Mi.€51’000+)
60208

1’000 - 1’500

CC C H F J DCE

German States - Thurn & Taxis: 1852-1866 Clean attractive mint and used collection neatly housed in
brown lighthouse stockbook showing an extensive array of mint, used, mint multiples, camcellations
and covers, some duplication, plus postal stationery and some later reprints from 1909, mixed to very
fine (100’s) (STC Mi.€20’500+)

60209

1’000 - 1’500

CC C H F J DCE

German States: 1851-1864 Clean attractive mint and used collection neatly housed in blue
Lighthouse stockbook showing early classics with Baden and Braunschweig, including mint, used,
multiples, cancellations and covers, postal stationery, plus duplication, mixed to very fine (100’s) (STC
Mi.€16’000+)
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

60210

Cat. N°

C H DCE

Estimate (€)

500 - 700

Germany - Bavaria: 1849-1920, Mint & used collection in an album, good deal of completion, some
clear numeral cogwheel cancellations on the classics of potential interest, mixed condition (STC SG
£3’846 in 2011)
60211

CC C H DCE

700 - 1’000

German States - Wurtemberg: 1851-1920 Clean attractive mint and used collection neatly housed in
brown Lighthouse stockbook showing some early classics, plus later duplication, mixed to very fine
(100’s) (STC Mi.€15’000+)

60212

CC C H G F J DCE L

1’000 - 1’500

German States: 1849-1865 Estate lot in one medium sized carton with stamps mint and used, mostly
mounted on pages and originating from old auction lots, showing a fine array of different States
including Baden, Lubeck, Helgoland, Mecklenburg, Prussia, Saxony, Schleswig-Holstein, Thurn & Taxis,
Wurttemberg, etc., some better items with certificates, mixed to fine, must be viewed

60213

C H G F J DCE L

500 - 800

German States: 1849-1865 Estate lot in one small carton with stamps mint and used, mostly mounted
on old auction lot cards, showing a fine array of different States including Braunschwig, Baden, Bavaria,
Hamburg, Hannover,etc., some better items with certificates, mixed to fine, must be viewed
60214

CC C H J DCE

1’000 - 1’500

German States: 1851-1864 Clean attractive mint and used collection neatly housed in brown
Lighthouse stockbook showing early classics with Saxony, Prussia and Hannover, including duplication,
plus some stationery, mixed to very fine (100’s) (STC Mi.€20’000+)
60215

H G F

700 - 1’000

German States: 1851-1868 Attractive and valuable old-time estate lot neatly mounted on eighteen
album pages, showing a fine array of used, cancels and covers, with a good ranges of MecklembourgSchwerin, Oldenburg, Prussia, Saxony and Wurtemberg, generally fresh and a very fine assembly
60216

H G F

German States: 1853-1863 Attractive and valuable old-time estate lot neatly mounted on thirteen
album pages, showing a fine array of used, cancels and covers, with a good ranges of Baden, Bavaria,
Brunswick, Hamburg and Hannover, generally fresh and a very fine assembly
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700 - 1’000

Lot N°

60217

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

2’000 - 3’000

CC C H G J DCE

German States: 1861-1866 Estate lot in small carton with an attractive groups of items on old auction
lot cards with Bremen, Hamburg, Hannover etc., unused, used, cancels andmultiples, many with good
to large margins, mixed to fine, must be viewed, some with certificates

60218

1’000 - 1’500

CC C H G J DCE

German States: 1861-1866 Estate lot in small carton with an attractive groups of items on old auction
lot cards with Baden, Bavaria, Lubeck, Hannover, Oldenburg, Thurn &Taxis, Wurtemberg etc., unused,
used, cancels and multiples, mixed to fine, must be viewed, some with certificates
60219

400 - 500

F

Germany (Alsace-Lorraine): 1871-1918. Postal history collection mounted on 75 exhibition pages
mainly focusing on cancellations, but also including entry markings, rare postal documents franchise
“formule” envelope, free franked official mail, money letter, perfin stamps, parcel-post formulas,
telegrams, destinations, fine-very fine
Geneva, December 3, 2020
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

60220

Cat. N°

C

Estimate (€)

500 - 700

Germany - Saar: 1920-48, Collection on leaves with many interesting duplications of the better sets of
this German area, high catalogue value and good quality overall, must be viewed

60221

CC C H F

4’000 - 6’000

Germany: 1851-2010 Collection in 6 albums starting with 2 pages of Baden with Yvert 1 used, 12
used, 20 used, 21 used, etc., then all the Eagle issues with small and large shields, 27 pen cancel, etc.,
a series of used numbered gutter pairs, Yvert PA 35-39 used, PA 42A-C used, bloc 1 mint, bloc 2 mint
nh, bloc 3 used, Occupation Zone, Federal Republic all mint nh, Saar mint complete incl. the two Flood
Relief mini sheets with certs, numerous stamps signed, the collection embellished with various pairs
and varieties, a nice lot for further expansion

60222

CC C H G F J DCE L

800 - 1’200

Germany: 1870-1970 Estate lot in two large carton with 1000’s of stamps mint and used, in over thirty
albums, useful Allied Forces, Bayern, Bundespost, Deutsches Reich with se-tenant ad labels, Danzig,
Memel etc., mixed to fine, must be viewed
60223

CC C H F / 388

Germany: 1871-1989 Collection with good deal of completion incl Eagle small and large shield issues
oblitérées, as well as Yvert 416-420 mint, 421-425 mint, 629A-629C mint, PA 36 mint nh, mini sheets
1, 2 and 3 mint, etc.. then Federal Republic with Yv. 22-24 and 25-33 mint, etc., Berlin with surcharge
sets in red and black, mini sheet Yv.1 mint nh, etc., Democratic Republic with all the mini sheets,
two albums with some useful doubles, embellished throughout with covers, a fine assembly, ideal for
developing further

Through our different partnerships, we can also assist you to sell and buy

Other Collectibles
If you or someone you know wish to sell coins and banknotes, old books
and manuscripts, Olympic memorabilia, watches and jewellery, classic
cars, etc., please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com
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600 - 1’000

Lot N°

60224

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

3’000 - 4’000

CC C H G F J DCE

German Colonies: 1901 Estate lot in small carton with an attractive groups of items on old auction lot
cards with interesting items from the following colonies China, New Guinea, Mafia Island, Togo etc.,
some toning, mixed to fine, must be viewed, some with certificates

60225

2’000 - 3’000

CC C H G F J DCE

Germany: 1872-1950 Estate lot in small carton with an attractive groups of items on old auction lot
cards with strength early to middle period Deutsches Reich including se-tenant ad labels on covers,
Saar, mixed to fine, must be viewed, some with certificates (Mi. €22’000+)
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

60226

Cat. N°

CC C H G F J DCE L

Estimate (€)

1’500 - 2’000

Germany: 1872-1950 Estate lot in one medium sized carton with stamps mint and used, mostly
mounted old auction lots cards, showing the following Alsace-Lorraine a fine group, Soviet Zone,
Deutsches Reich, Airmails etc., some better items with certificates, mixed to fine, must be viewed
60227

CC C H G F J DCE

800 - 1’200

Germany: 1872-1950 Estate lot in small carton with an attractive groups of items on old auction lot
cards with strength in Deutsches Post, Bundspost including a couple of Post Horn sets, plus imperfs.,
Zeppelins etc., mixed to fine, must be viewed, some with certificates
60228

CC C H G J DCE

1’500 - 2’000

Germany: 1872-1960 Estate lot in carton with an attractive groups of collections balance collections
and small specialised ranges all originally auction lots, showing selections of Deutsche Reich, Inflation
period, Fieldpost with Inselpost covers, Bizone, Memel, Saar, mixed to very fine (100’s)
60229

C H DCE

400 - 600

Germany: 1916-18, Mint & used collection in a stockbook of Germany Allied Occupation and Belgium
Occupation, mostly in sets, sometimes in both mint & used, with British and America Zones, French
Zone, Rhineland-Palatine, Baden, Russian Zone, Mecklenburg, East & West Saxony, Thuringia, etc.,
mostly fine (971) (STC SG £2’800 in 2011)
60230

F

Germany: 1919-47, Accumulation of covers in 10 small cover albums, mostly German Reich period,
with commercial, registered, official mail, postage dues, etc., with range of frankings and cancels,
approx.1’000 items, useful mix
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300 - 400

Lot N°

60231

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

800 - 1’200

F

Germany: 1923-1929, Fifty covers with Inflation period frankings, some spectacular combinations,
worth a look
60232

1’500 - 2’000

CC C H G F J DCE

Germany: 1923-1950 Estate lot in small carton with an attractive groups of items on old auction lot
cards with Deutsches Reich, Inselpost, British Zone, Ostsachsen, Saar mixed to fine, must be viewed,
some with certificates (Mi. €19’000+)
60233

6’000 - 8’000

CC C H / 388

Germany: 1930-49, A wonderful and valuable mint selection in two stockbooks, highlights include
a section of “Wagner” set se-tenants, three 1930 IPOSTA min.sheets, four 1933 Charity min.sheets
(plus a fifth slightly trimmed example, four 1935 OSTROPA min.sheets. six 1936 Olympics min.sheets
plus a selection of the later min.sheets, also two later Posthorn sets, generally very fine (Mi. €65’250)
60234

80 - 160

C F

Germany - Bohemia & Moravia: 1938-44, Accumulation of about 170 postal stationery, mostly unused,
noted picture stationery cards, 1x Adressenvormerkschein and 1x Sozialversicherung, mostly very
fine, a lot from the Eastern dealer’s stock
60235

700 - 1’000

H F

Great Britain: 1840-1891 Attractive old-time estate lot neatly mounted on seven album pages and ten
stockpages, showing a fine array of early line engraved with 1840 1d Mulready two used envelope, 1d
black, three singles & three covers, 1840 2d blue, two singles, plus some useful 1841 1d red including
used strip of 12, plus some later issues, generally fresh and a very fine assembly (74 stamps & 43 covers)

60236

1’000 - 1’500

H G F J

Great Britain: 1840-1970 Attractive collection of covers and mostly used sets and singles neatly mounted
in red Biella album on over 70 pages, showing Mulready 1d used with red MC, 1840 1d black four examples,
plus one cover and two 2d blue, used from the 1890’s to the 1950’s with a good deal of completion, plus a
fine array of covers especially the middle period commemorative usages, mixed to very fine (100’s)

60237

700 - 1’000

CC C H

Great Britain: 1840-1972, Mint & used collection in a printed album, incl. attractive 4-margined 1840 1d
black & 2d blue, 1841 2d strip of three on cover to Belgium, Surface Printed incl. 1867-80 2s blue, 1873-80
1s orange-brown, 1883-84 10s, 1891 £1 green (wrinkle), a nice KEVII £1 green, mint KGV definitive sets,
strong completion of mint from KGVI onwards incl. QEII phosphors, Wildings, Castles, etc., a nice collection
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

60238

Cat. N°

CC C H DCE

Estimate (€)

300 - 400

Greece: 1861-1912 Large Hermes Heads selection on black stockpage, showing a range of more than
50 unused and used singles, plus four pairs and one strip of three, with an array of printing with Paris
proofs etc., plus some later issues, mixed to fine
60239

CC C H G F J DCE P DFE

500 - 800

Greece: 1861-1920 Estate lot in carton with an attractive groups of balance collections and small
specialised ranges all originally auction lots, showing selections of the Large and Small Hermes Heads,
Crete with useful Russian Administration, Ionian Island, Samos 1899-1900 Issues in blocks etc.,
mixed to very fine (100’s)
60240

C H G J L

200 - 300

Greece: 1861-1950 Estate lot in carton with an attractive and interesting mint and used collection in
album from Large Hermes Heads, with both 1896 and 1906 Olympic sets present, plus stock book with
much more, mixed to very fine (100’s)
60241

F / 382

400 - 500

Greece: 1862-1899 Attractive and valuable old-time estate lot of mostly Large and Small Hermes
Heads covers showing two, three and four colour frankings, plus some used stamps mounted on eight
pages, generally fresh and a fine assembly
60242

C H

90 - 180

Greece: 1881-1886, Small group of 1 used and 3 mint* Heads, noted a 20L used 1861 greyish-blue,
also a mint 20L 1880 left margin adhesive, fine to superb group
60243

H G F J

200 - 300

Greece: 1886-88, Collection of Small Hermes Heads in a stockbook, mostly imperf. examples incl.
many multiples, good margins, with a range of cancellations, many very clear and crisp, one 25L on
cover to Switzerland, a very attractive lot (400+)
60244

CC C H I

300 - 400

Gulf States: 1930-72 Large collections of Gulf States in 6 A4 ring-binders, with United Arab Emirates
(Ajman with Manama, Fujeira, Ras-Al-Khaima, Sharjah, Umm-Al-Qiwain), Yemen (Kingdom, Arab Rep.,
Imam), Qatar, Aden & States, also some Abu Dhabi, Dhufar, etc., mostly used, some MNH, mostly v.fine
60245

F / 400

Hungary: 1842-78 Attractive postal history collection housed in one album from pre-stamp period to
early Hungary-proper postal stationery cards, much interest in the FORERUNNER period with Austria
used in Hungary issues, mostly 1850 and 1867, better items noted include SZASZ VAROS on 1867 5Kr
cover, blue RUSZKBERG on 1867 5kr cover, blue SZASZVAROS on 1867 5kr cover, also blue JASENOVAZ,
blue SZARCSA on 2kr stationery, then 1850 9Kr single on cover from PESTH to ARAD with boxed NACH
SCHLUSS DER AUFGABE, then ORIAWACZ s/l on 1850 3kr cover, 1861 15kr bleu on cover with NACH
ABGANG DER POST, also further cover with same cancel franked 1863 5Kr red, then a nice selection of
further covers with the same franking showing a range of cancels including STEYR, OREGLAK, CSAKATURN,
NAGY-KANIZCA, other cancels include CSIK cover with AJANLOTT pmk, SAMBOR, DEUTSCH ELLEMER,
ORAWICSA, PEST with AJANLOTT pmk, then also NACH ABGANG DER POST, LEKENIK, SZERDAHELY,
ACSAD, NYIR BATHOR, NAGY KAROL, KOVACSHAZA, KESZTHELY, JOLSVA, CSANAD, ADA, ESZERGOM
and many more, see also enclosed list showing the Ryan points on many items, mixed to fine (99 items)
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1’500 - 3’000

Lot N°

60246

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

150 - 240

F

Hungary: 1869-1980ca. Accumulation of a few hundred postal stationery cards mint & used including
illustrated cards, fine early section of Austria used in Hungary cards and 1st issue Hungary cards, later
with uprated abroad, registered etc, mostly fine
60247

60 - 80

C H

Hungary: 1871-1927, Mint & used selection on stockcards incl. 1871 set of 6 used (tone spots), 1914
mint set of 17, etc., plus some West Hungary (Mi. €600+)
60248

600 - 800

CC C H

Hungary: 1883-1951, Mostly mint selection on stockcards incl. three 1883 proofs plus a selection
of mint incl. five 5k and a 20k as well as six used 50k, 1925 Airmail mint set of 20, 1929 Landscapes
mint set of 14, 1931 Rotary mint set, 1932 Painters mint sets (4), 1933 Catholics mint sets
(2),selection of overprints on Hitler stamps incl. unissued set, 1953 Airmail used set, 1948-51
Costumes duplicated mint range incl. set, etc., most of the mint seem to be very lightly hinged, a
useful lot (Mi. €6’000+)
60249

200 - 300

CC C H

Iceland: 1900s-1980s, Mint and used collections in a binder on printed pages, rather sparsely filled
60250

400 - 500

CC C H DCE

Iceland: 1873-95, Collection on Scott album pages, good deal of completion from 1920 onwards and
mostly mint, incl. 1986-95 Yearbooks, some officials, etc. (STC Scott $5’400)
60251

100 - 150

F M

India: Collection of NEGATIVE SEALS on covers and revenue documents in a small album, showing a
range of cachets in different shapes and sizes (86)
60252

150 - 200

H G F / 388

India: 1854 Attractive old-time estate lot neatly mounted on two album pages, showing used
Lithographed issue with values including 1/2a blue (two singles and four single franking covers), 1a
red (two singles and single on fragment with 1/2a), 2a green and 4a blue and red (two singles), mixed
to very fine
60253

100 - 200

F

India: 1862-1910 ca 400 mostly used postal stationery internally, including, uprated, registered,
Convention and Feudatory States with early Kashmir fronts including mixed frankings, generally fine
60254

600 - 800

H F DCE / 388

Indian States - Hyderabad: 1869-1944, Mint & used specialised collection in an album, with 1869 mint
& used plus reprints and imperf. proofs, extensive 1871-1909 issues with shades, postmark interest
and multiples incl. a registered cover with two 1a & 1/2a, 1905-12 issues incl. proofs, Officials with
multiples incl. 1917 1/2a used block of 44, an attractive collection
60255

400 - 600

H F DCE

Indian States - Hyderabad: 1869-1950, Collection of stamps & covers in an album, incl. two covers
with 1933 Surcharge issues in combination with India, two 1/2a frankings and 2aq plus 1/2a pair
franking, plus some 1930s-40s covers, a good range of Officials, some proofs, reprints & forgeries, a
useful lot
60256

300 - 500

CC C H J

Ireland: 1922-35, Mint & used collection with some specialisation, with used collection incl. 1922
Dollard 2s6d, 5s and 10s Seahorses, Thom blue-black 2s6d, 1922-23 10s used, etc., and mint
specialised study incl. mint blocks incl. 1/2d block of 60, and some singles with minor varieties, mostly
fine (SG £2’100+)
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

60257

Cat. N°

CC

Estimate (€)

2’500 - 4’000

Italian Colonies: 1903-1941. Choice assembly mounted on album pages including Eritrea dues
1903 complete sets (5L & 10L with Bolaffi cert.), parcels 1916 set (10c with Bolaffi and A. Diena
certs), Oltre Giuba parcels complete set and dues 1925 set, Somaliland dues 1906-08 (1L to 5L with
Bolaffi cert.) & 1920 sets, parcels 1940 1L & 2L (A. Diena certs.), 1932 “Pittorica” set, a fantastic lot
with viewing recommended
60258

CC C H F

30 - 50

Italian Levant: 1874-1922, Small group including unusual card to Bebek/Iraq, small section of
Romanian Levant included
60259

CC C H F J DCE

1’000 - 1’500

Italian States - Modena: 1852-1859 Clean attractive mint and used collection neatly housed in green
Lighthouse stockbook showing early classics with unused, used, mint multiples, useful cancellations,
shades, one complete sheet, plus nine covers, plus a few odds and ends from other states, mixed to
very fine (100’s) (STC Mi.€24’000+)
60260

C H F

300 - 400

Italian States: 1850-63 assembly comprising 55 mainly used stamps and 9 covers incl. Romagna 2 b.
single, Italy-Sardinia mixed frankings, Lombary journal with due 1858 2 kr, very fine

60261

CC C DCE

Italian States: 1850-68 Collection comprising 150 unused stamps, including various good values
in a predominantly fine state of preservation and some being extremely fine, accompanied by 35
certificates, worth accurate viewing
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5’000 - 7’000

Lot N°

60262

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

5’000 - 7’000

H

Italian States: 1850-68 Collection comprising over 300 used stamps, in a prevailing good state of
preservation, with various valuable examples, some of them accompanied by certificates (50 in total),
worth accurate viewing
60263

300 - 500

C H F

Italian States: 1851-62 assembly comprising 15 stamps , including Sardinia 4th issue better shades
(three Sorani certs), Naples 50 gr. used, Sicily 5 gr. and 50 gr. used, etc, as well as some covers with
Tuscany Prov. Gov. frankings
60264

300 - 400

G F

Italy: 1853-1944 Attractive lot of covers and cards showing a small specialised group of 50 “Strada
Ferrata” stampless covers neatly mounted and presented on 25 album pages, plus a array of other
items, mostly stampless with some incoming mail, mixed to fine (100+)
60265

100 - 200

F

Italy: 1916-25, Lot of nine EXPRESS covers, showing various combination frankings with express
stamps and various issues, some addressed abroad including Switzerland, Austria and Germany
60266

8’000 - 12’000

F / 400

Italy: 1930-40, Attractive and valuable Postal History exhibition collection of 76 covers neatly and
knowledgeably mounted on pages with explanation of routes and rates. destination includes Turkey
(2), French territories in the Levant, Palestine (9), Egypt, (Sinai) (2), Iraq (3), Iran (2), Afghanistan
(2), India (18), Ceylon (2), Siam (4 including a massive and spectacular 624 Lire franking, French
Indochina, Dutch Indies (4), The Philippines, China (5), Tibet, Japan (6), Australia (8), New Zealand (2),
an exceptional lot and a good basis for expansion into actually the more easy countries and territories,
see also a complete set of scans on the web
60267

50 - 70

F

Italy: 1942-45, Selection of 11 stampless covers from Italian POWs in East Africa from various different
Camps including Naivasha, Burguret, Gilgil, Mitubiri, etc., mixed to very fine

Payment by Credit Card
We accept the following credit cards:
VISA, Mastercard and American Express
If you wish to pay with American Express, please contact us in advance
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60245ex1

400
400

60245ex2

60266ex1

60266ex2

60266ex3

60266ex4

Lot N°

60268

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

20 - 40’000

CC C H G F J DCE DFE I

Japan - Ryukyu Islands: This collection brings together a life-time of passion with the present owner
spending more the 50 years amassing the incredible hoard, which can be described as collections,
stocks and or accumulations. This offering was only possible by the bringing together of two great
collection in one; that of Joe Bush and John B. Head.
The lot offers to the market a practically never seen accumulation of the issues from mint, singles, sets,
blocks, part and complete sheets, sheetlets, imperforates, covers, postal stationery, special cancels,
varieties including imperf. between pairs, strips and blocks, revenue documents, plus a fine array of
specialised books and journals.
Highlights include a wonderful array of Provisional Issue with Amami District, Miyako District, Okinawa
District, Yaeyama District and Kume Island etc.
The collection has been catalogued over the years and the last stated catalogue value was in the region of
US $300’000+, the entire collection is listed and available upon request and is housed in eight large boxes
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60276ex

60278ex1

60288ex
402
402

60285ex

60278ex2

60335ex

Lot N°

60269

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

200 - 300

C H G DCE

Japan: 1871-1930 Estate lot in carton with an attractive group of two collections and both originally
auction lots, showing selections of the classic issues and some later, mostly used etc., mixed to very
fine (100’s)
60270

100 - 200

CC C H

Japan: 1880-1990 Small start of collection of Japan, Taiwan, plus 1989-90 PRC two stamps in
multiple sheets
60271

500 - 700

CC C H G F J DCE DFE

Latin America: 1853-1987 Estate lot in large carton with 1’000’s of stamps mint and used, presented
in fourteen albums, with Bolivia duplicated stock, Chile, Columbia, Ecuador in green Scott album, Haiti
mixed lot in red stockbook, Peru, Uruguay, plus some USA, mixed to fine, must be viewed
60272

700 - 1’000

CC C H G F J DCE DFE

Latin America: 1860-1950 Estate lot in carton with 1’000’s of stamps mint and used, some mounted
on old auction lots cards, others mounted on pages, with Argentina, Bolivia, Columbia and States,
Honduras, Guatemala, Mexico, Nicaragua, Venezuela, mixed to fine, must be viewed
60273

150 - 300

H G J

Lebanon: 1924-70, Attractive mixed accumulation of CANCELLATIONS on stamps and fragments in
four large stockbooks, showing strength issues from early to modern with a vast array of Lebanese
town cancels, mixed to generally very fine, a scarce assembly (100s)
60274

300 - 400

C H

Lithuania: 1918-40, Nice mint and used collection in an album, incl. some plate flaws, cancels, etc, fine
and fresh, plus some Latvia on album pages
60275

150 - 200

F

Lithuania: 1920s-1990s, Collection of approx. 2’000 covers in 4 binders plus some leaves, incl some
Memel Klaipeda Niden, Russian period, etc., but mostly modern FDCs
60276

100 - 150

H F / 402

Luxembourg: 1852-64 Attractive old-time estate lot neatly mounted on one album pages, showing
used selection of the First issue with values including 10c black (2 singles, one pair, single on cover),
1s red (2 singles, one pair), mixed to very fine

60277

2’000 - 3’000

C H F DCE

Malaysia: 1879-1960s, Collection of mint & used in two stockbooks and loose, with strong LABUAN
incl. 1879 Wmk Sideways 2c blue-green with red dotted cancel, 1880-82 mint set of 6, 1880 with
two upright “6” on 16c with pen cancel (cert. RPS 1948)1885 2c (type 17) on 16 used, 1885 2c on
16c unused with “2” inserted, 1892-93 12c sheetlet, used and Specimen sets, as well as three plate
proofs, unused & Specimen postal stationery cards and 1895 Surcharge set on registered cover, five
early ppc’s, incl. small group of literature incl. “Sarawak Stamps & Postal History by Forrester-Wood”
plus the supplement and “The Stamps and Postal History of North Borneo” by Shipman (parts 1 & 2),
a most useful and exiting lot (SG £8’000+)
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

60278

Cat. N°

F DFE / 402

Estimate (€)

6’000 - 8’000

Mauritius: 1788-1914, Large Gold-medal exhibit collection of maritime mail, incl. 1700s privately
carried and slave trade covers from the French period, packet mail with covers from each contacted
carrier with routing, a variety of British Ship Letter hs, early 1880s markings incl. “POST PAID / PORT
LOUIS”, “Ship Letter”, “Late Received”, “PACKET”, accountancy hs and postage due hs on incoming
mail from GB, France, India, Reunion and 1864 cover from USA with three-colour franking (one of
only 5 known covers to Mauritius with the 1861 issue), two Britannia 6d imperf. frankings, a range of
unusual usages inc. disinfected mail, Crimean war wreck mail, forwarded, 1866 franked newspaper,
etc., a fantastic specialised exhibit (230)
60279

F DFE

500 - 700

Mauritius: 1829-70s, Group of revenue documents incl. 1839 East India Co. bill of Exchange from Port
Louis signed by son of a Bounty mutineer, 1839 Mauritius Commercial Bank $20 banknote, two 1830s/40s
bills of lading, general duty impressed revenues on two documents for repairs to whaling ships, five bills
of exchange with locally produced Exchange stamps, eight 1870s-80s bills of exchange (some with Indian
revenues) and 1890 shipping document with Internal Revenue, a great lot for the revenue collector
60280

F DFE

1’500 - 2’000

Mauritius: 1841-1940s, Maritime postal history collection on exhibition pages incl. 1850s mail with
“PACKET LETTER” oval ds, “Colonies & Art” accountancy hs, s/l “Ship Letter” hs, the majority from the
Pipon Bell correspondence, De La Rue frankings, postal stationery, registered, OHMS, incoming from
GB, France and Reunion, etc., useful material

60281

C H G F

600 - 1’000

Mauritius: 1851-1961 Accumulation of covers and stamps, showing useful stampless, Post Paid 1d
orange & Lapirot 2d both used and defective, some Britannia plus later issues with Specimen ovpt,
bisect usage, postal stationery and some later mail, mixed to fine
60282

F DFE

400 - 600

Mauritius: 1854-1910, Group of Revenue documents incl. local issue Bill of Exchange stamps (up to
5s) on four bills with Indian Foreign Bill stamps on reverse, seven shipping documents for cargo into
Mauritius, and impressed revenue on document for repair to whaling ship
60283

CC C H G

200 - 300

Mauritius: 1858-1973 Unusual accumulation on stock pages of mint and used, some some early
Britannia issues imperf and perf., some later QV varieties incl. SG 116a, 118b, 118c, 119a, 121c, plus
a fine array of inverted watermark errors, later Specimens and a few odd modern colour error etc.,
mixed to fine (75)
60284

H G F

300 - 500

Mauritius: 1860s-80s, Collection of cancellations on the De La Rue issues on album pages in numeral
order, on single stamps and some covers/postal stationery, with examples from the vast majority of
offices, some examples of the cds of the village/town, a nice collection for the cancel collector with
room for expansion and development
60285

H / 402

Mauritius: 1869-1910s, Revenues collection on 13 pages incl. Internal Revenue 1869-74 to £1, 187996 to 75R50, Inland Revenue, Insurance, Exchange stamps incl. local issue plus two bills with Internal
Revenue stamps and a De La Rue archive document from the Mauritius Colonies Secretaries Office to
the Crown Agents ordering a new 25c
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

60286

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

1’000 - 1’500

CC C H J

Mauritius: 1895-1937, Mint & used collection incl. varieties such as 1899 15c on 36c with bar omitted,
1902 12c on 36c inverted (2 mint both with light creases & 1 used), as well as minor varieties such
as broken letters/bars, 1900-05 mint set set plus 6c block of 9 with inv. wmk, 1910 mint set, 191322 mint set with shades, 1921-26 50R with pinhole, 1921-26 mint multiple with wmk or “open C”
varieties, Silver Jubilee with 5c “dot by flagstaff” and 20c “dot by chapel” (mint & used), etc., used high
values need inspection, a useful lot for expansion
60287

1’000 - 1’500

CC C H G F J

Mauritius: 1965-67 Extensive and interest specialised collection of minor varieties on the 1965 Birds
and 1967 Self Government Birds sets, mostly wmk and colour varieties, plus some colour streaks, also
later issues included, a wonderful lot for the specialist (100’s)
60288

300 - 400

F / 402

Mexico: 1856-74 “Hidalgo” and “Aguilitas” group of 19 covers, incl. better items in the early “Hidalgo”
issues with rare “por el extraordinario inglés” cover bearing 1r & 4r; also a very scarce Chiapas 2r
single on back on cover, torn and extensively repaired (signed Aguirre).
60289

400 - 600

F

Mexico: 1868-1914. Assembly comprising over 70 covers with classic “Hidalgo” covers incl. better
cancellations, the best section being the Civil war with a fine group of Sonora with better values,
cancellations and frankings, as well as Well’s & Fargo stationery envelopes used and unused cancelled
to order, viewing suggested
60290

600 - 800

CC C

Mongolia: 1924-1999, Mint collection gathered in 3 albums -of which one is dedicated to souvenir
sheets- including most of the first issues, uncommonly offered

Bidding Steps

All bids in Euros

50-100		

5

1’000-2’000		

100

20’000-50’000

2’000

100-200		

10

2’000-5’000		

200

50’000-100’000

5’000

200-500		

20

5’000-10’000		

500

100’000-200’000

10’000

50

10’000-20’000		

1’000

500-1’000			

200,000+

Auctioneers discretion

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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60304ex1
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60296ex

60300ex

60304ex2

Lot N°

60291

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

8’000 - 12’000

CC C H F DCE DFE

Mongolia: 1924-2015, Remarkable exhibit in 3 albums featuring specialised sections including shades,
perforations, forgeries, revenue stamps, overprint varieties, etc., among others to be noted Scott #76
in red (two examples known, see 2015 “Rare Stamps and Banknotes of Mongolia” handbook where
only one example is recorded), as well as 2011 unissued Spatial Cooperation souv. sheet (5 examples
recorded), an outstanding collection gathered during many years of search which is an excellent basis
for expansion (images available online)
60292

80 - 120

CC C H

Montenegro: 1874-1913, Nice basic mint & used collection of Montenegro neatly written up on pages,
still some degree of specialisation, a good basis for expansion, gen. very fine

60293

1’000 - 2’000

C F

Morocco: 1893-1961, British, French, German and Spanish Post Offices desirable collection housed in
3 black and red Yvert & Tellier albums, many complete sets, some covers and errors, many blocks of 4,
mixed condition in places, otherwise fine
60294

150 - 200

H F J / 406

Nepal: 1886-1930 Attractive old-time estate lot neatly mounted on five album pages, showing
1899-1900 1/2a black used shades, cover, multiples including large block of 56 with four tete-beche
positions etc., mixed to very fine (2 covers & 175 stamps)
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

60295

Cat. N°

CC C P

Estimate (€)

4’000 - 6’000

Netherlands: 1852-1959 Mint collection mounted on album pages, most of the better stamps and sets
are included in two or three examples with a high degree of completion and overall high quality of the
stamps, noted the 1852 and 1864 issues (3), project of stamps of the 1867 issue (3 proofs), better
definitive and provisional stamps in multiples and also telegraphs up to 2G (set to 1G x2 + 2G), some
certificates, an opportunity not be missed, plus a small collection of Luxembourg
60296

H G F / 406

200 - 300

Netherlands: 1852 Attractive old-time estate lot neatly mounted on five album pages, showing used
selection of the First issue with values including 5c blue (14 singles, two single and one double
frankings), 10a red (14 singles, five single frankings), 15c yellow (two singles and single in combination
with 5c), mixed to very fine
60297

C / 406

1’000 - 1’200

Netherlands: 1891-97 & 1898-1923 issues including multiples and different shades, up to 5g and 10g
with many 2.5g, fresh and very fine, high cat. value
60298

H

300 - 500

New Zealand: 1855-1937 Mainly used collection on eleven album pages, showing selection of thirtyone Chalon Heads, plus the next issue with values up to 5s, mixed to fine
60299

CC C H

200 - 300

Norway: 1890s-1980s, Mint and used collections in a binder on printed pages, slightly sparsely filled, fine
60300

F / 406

300 - 500

Norway: 1937-47, Single frame Gold medal exhibition collection of WWII era Offentlig Sak officials
used on 23 money letters with official stamps, wax seals, registration and value letter labels for
sending cash money (to over 11’000kr) in highly franked (to 690ö) envelopes, each different, with a
rare example being the Nazi Solar cross franking, very fine and unusual exhibit
60301

CC

300 - 400

Norway: 1988-99, Complete run of year books with mint nh stamps, very fine
60302

C H DCE

100 - 150

Palestine: 1918-48, Mostly used group on stockcards with a range of British Occupation issues, noted
1922 Script CA 9p used (minor wrinkling), a few foreign offices, plus a stockcard of Israel Interim
issues, mixed condition
60303

H G F

200 - 260

Palestine, Egypt Occupation of: 1948-64 Collection of 105 used stamps, six FDCs and two censored covers
(from Gaza and Gabalia), showing some better cancellations such as Biet Lahem and Rafah, mixed to fine
60304

F / 406

Paraguay: 1930-1936 Specialised Transatlantic Zeppelin Airmail collection neatly mounted and
written up on 12 album pages, showing an extensive range of 12 covers with a wide variety of flights
cachets from the 1st South America Flight through to the 4th South America Flight, plus selection of
other flights, generally fine to very fine (12 covers)
408
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60305

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

200 - 300

C H DCE

Persia: 1870-1885 Lion Issues: Small sellection of 55 unused and used on stock cards, with eleven
stamps apparently from the Bagheri Issue, mixed to fine
60306

200 - 300

H F / 412

Persia: 1902-19 Attractive old-time estate lot neatly mounted on three album pages and some loose
covers, showing some useful Typeset frankings, mixed to very fine (28 covers & 6 stamps)
60307

300 - 400

CC C H F

1858-1970’s, collection in mostly in 3 albums including some old covers
60308

100 - 120

H

Poland: 1918-1970s, Used collection on 44 stockpages
60309

400 - 600

F / 412

Polar: 1900s-1970s Small group of 44 Polar covers incl. 1908 “BRIT. ANTARCTIC EXPD.” cds on NZ
1d on pc, two arctic pc’s with Norway 1924 “POLHAVET” pictorial cds, 1931 Wilkins Expedition from
Deception Island with USA / Falkland Islands / GB mixed franking, etc., rest mostly 1960s-70s from
USA, Russia and UK, an attractive lot
60310

500 - 600

F / 412

Polar 1900s-90s Accumulation of covers in a large shoe box, incl. six early postcards with Spitsbergen
5c tied to pc, “Polar -Post” 10c tied to pc from Nord Kap, a 1900 illustrated pc of Nansen & Johansen,
two ppc’s of the Andrée expedition and a ppc of Charcot, the rest 1950s-90s incl. larger section of
Russia, Italian expeditions incl. some signatures and other European countries, a useful mix, ideal for
further study and expansion
60311

500 - 600

H F

Polar: 1904-1995 Postal History and memorabilia (89) of Antarctica, collection of covers, postcards,
stamps and publications including Antarctic Treaty members from 14 countries: Argentina, Uruguay,
Peru, Ecuador, UK, Italy, France, India, Pakistan, South Africa, Korea, New Zealand, Australia and China
60312

200 - 300

H F

Portugal: 1857-67 assembly comprising 33 used stamps and 5 covers bearing single frankings sent to
France, Italy and Switzerland, very fine

60313

300 - 400

CC C DCE

Portugal: 1862-1880 Estate lot in small carton with a selection of mint classics in small green
stockbook, some with certificates, mixed to fine, must be viewed
60314

100

F

Portugal: 1894-1935 Selection of 24 mostly unused, mostly picture postal stat. cards, incl. div. with
Republica surcharges, mostly v.fine
60315

800 - 1’400

A

Puerto Rico: 1881-1884, Definitives King Alphonse XII, assortment of approximately 1500 imperforate
stamps within units/sheets called “maculaturas”, all showing distinctive varieties like double/inverted/
shifted impression/paper folds, some with annulment marks, very interesting and seldom offered
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

OUTSTANDING SHOWPIECE COLLECTION OF THE COAT OF ARMS ISSUES

60316

CC C H J

Rhodesia: 1892-1908 Attractive and valuable collection of mostly mint, neatly mounted and well
annotated on album pages, housed in Marini albums, showing strength in 1892 Arms issues with a
fine array of the pound values including £2 (Cert.BPA), £5 with two singles and a pair (two singles Cert.
Enzo Diena) and £10 with two singles and a pair (two singles Cert. Enzo Diena), 1897 £2 rosy red (Cert.
RPS), 1898-1908 high values with £1 single plus two pairs with ‘Specimen’ ovpt, £2 single, marginal
block of four and used single, £5 two singles and corner sheet marginal pair and £10 two singles and
corner sheet marginal pair etc.
A wonderfully fresh and very fine collection and an excellent basis for the study and expansion of
shades, some of the better items with certificates (SG £56’000+)
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22 - 26’000

Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

OUTSTANDING SHOWPIECE COLLECTION OF THE DOUBLE HEAD ISSUES

60317

24 - 28’000

CC C H J

Rhodesia: 1910-13 Attractive and valuable collection of mostly mint, neatly mounted and well
annotated on album pages, housed in a brown Marini album, showing strength in 1910-13 perf. 14
with a fine array of shades for each value 1/2d green shades (7), 1d carmine shades (6), 2d black and
grey shades (7), 2 1/2d ulramarine shades (9), 3d shades (7), 4d shades (6), 5d shades (9), 6d shades
(6), 8d shades (4), 10d shades (8), 1s shades (7), 2s shades (5), 2s6d shades (7), 3s shades (8), 5s
shades (6), 7s6d shades (8), 10s shades (6), £1 shades (14), 1910-13 perf. 15, perf. 14x15 and perf.
13 1/2 array of values from 1/2d to £1, mixed to very fine
A wonderfully fresh and very fine collection and an excellent basis for the study and expansion of
shades, some of the better items with certificates (SG £63’000+)
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60352ex

60359ex

Lot N°

60318

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

100 - 150

H G F / 412

Romania: 1862-1884 Attractive old-time estate lot neatly mounted on one album page, showing
1862-64 30pa blue, used with ten singles, pair and two covers, some useful cancels, plus four later
covers, mixed to very fine
60319

1’500 - 2’000

A

Romania: 1880-1920 Lot of 160 essays, including rare examples, very rarely offered, viewing essential
60320

200 - 360

H J

Romania: 1880-1920 Assembly comprising blocks of four centrally cancelled, viewing essential
60321

300 - 500

CC C H J

Romania: 1932-1950 Assembly comprising multiples, in very fine condition, viewing essential
60322

300 - 500

F

Russia: 1840s-1990s, Collection of over 1’100 covers, cards and postal stationery, written up in 2
binders, plus a shoebox and a small cover album; one album ordered alphabetically by the cancellations,
the other with postal stationery ordered chronologically, a useful lot for further study of the cancellations
60323

200 - 360

F

Russia: 1854-1912 Group of 51 covers/cards, viewing essential

60324

400 - 600

CC C H G F J DCE L

Russia & Russian Levant: 1858-1920 Estate lot in small carton with stamps mint and used, some
mounted on old auction lots cards, some duplication, some better items with certificates, mixed to
fine, must be viewed
60325

600 - 1’000

C H

Russia: 1858-1970 Fine collection of Russia and areas such as Ukraine, Estonia, Latvia, etc., up to
1931, a fairly complete and very clean collection, plus 4 albums of various themes often mint with a
religious theme, an eclectic lot
60326

200 - 300

F

Russia: 1890s-1990s, Group of 100+ covers/cards from Imperial Russia, ex Territories with mostly
Baltic incl. Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, plus some Belarus, Armenia, Georgia, etc., some FDCs
60327

600 - 800

F

Russia: 1894-1903, Octagonal TPO Cancellations of the Moscow Region: Attractive one frame
exhibit on 16 pages neatly presented and knowledgeably written up. The is a study of the octagonal
cancellations arranged by TPO number the by Serial number within each. In the Moscow region, only
fibe TPO’s used these cancellers: TPO 14 sub-office, TPO 119, TPO 136 & 136, TPO 150. Examples are
shown of mail cancelled on the TPO, where it is usual to see a strike on each stamp with one adjacent
and, where mail was sorted in transit on the TPO when a single strike is usual. Both inland and foreign
mail, inwards and outwards, are included, noted also many examples are the earliest or latest dates
recorded with many unrecorded strikes, an excellent basis for study and expansion (35 covers)
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60328

Cat. N°

F

Estimate (€)

200 - 300

Russia: 1900s-1990s, Group of ca.170 covers/cards and some stamps of USSR provisional locals
with Charles De Gaulle issues, incl. Abkhasia, Adjaria, Adyghee, Bachkirya, Kurils, Kamcatsk, Ossetia,
Touca, Ichkeria, etc.
60329

CC C H J

1’000 - 1’500

Russia: 1915-1919 Accumulation of part and complete sheets, mostly all mint nh, showing the Arms
high values, 1916 10 on 7k, 1918 Chainbreaker, some with minor plate flaws, shifted underprints,
displaced colours, plus Poland 1919 Krakow part and complete sheets used, also a small group of mint
Italy in blocks, mixed to very fine (100’s)
60330

H I

600 - 800

Russia: 1923-44, Used collection in a stockbook with complete sets, some duplication but also perf.
and watermark variations, noted sets incl. 1935 Aviators sets with wmk upright and sideways, four
1934 Airship sets of 5 (4), a range of 1923 & 1924 definitives with perf. variations, etc., a fine and
attractive lot (Mi. €3’000+)
60331

CC J

100

Russia: 1948-60, Group of mint blocks and sheets incl. 1948 1r Spassky Tower (small design) sheet
of 100, 1949 25k Pilot (small design) sheet of 100, 1949 30k Scientist (small design) sheet of 100.
1959 Architect 25k sheet of 100, four sheetlets of 25 if 1959-60 issues plus a few other smaller blocks
60332

CC H

50 - 70

Russia: 1967-73, Mostly mint nh collection in a printed Lighthouse album, good deal of completion,
incl. souvenir sheets, a few used spread throughout, very fine
60333

F

300 - 600

Russia: 1968-91, Collection of ca.2000 FDCs, unaddressed with each stamp on an individual cover,
plus 90 covers 1958-89 with commemorative cancels, mostly plain and unadressed envelopes,
strength in SPACE thematics

60334

CC C H G F J DCE L

500 - 800

Scandinavia: 1856-1980 Estate lot in one carton with 100’s of stamps mostly mint & used, loose in
envelopes, mounted on pages, presented on old auction lot cards etc., showing Sweden, Denmark ,
Danish West Indies, Finland, Iceland, Faroe islands with early bisect usage on cover, mixed to fine,
must be viewed
60335

CC C / 402

200 - 300

Serbia: 1866-68 Attractive old-time estate lot neatly mounted on two album pages, showing 1866
1pa green on rose, two mint sheetlets of twelve, plus 1867 unused selection of eight singles of the 1pa
green with shades and minor plate flaws, mixed to very fine (32 stamps)
60336

C

Singapore: 1948-52, Mint collection on 2 album pages incl. 1948-52 perf.14 and perf.17.5x18 sets,
plus Royal Wedding & UPU omnibus sets, fine (SG £590)
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80 - 100

Lot N°

60337

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

200 - 300

F

South Africa: 1880-1970 Collection of 120 covers, with 75 items pre 1930. showing mail from the
various different states including Bechuanaland, Transvaal with VRI usages, correspondence from
interesting villages, later Union of South Africa with SG 37 verticl pair on. cover, plus others, mixed to
fine, a wonderful lot
60338

300 - 500

C H G F J DCE DFE

Spain: 1850-1874 Estate lot in large carton with 100’s of stamps mint and used, presented on album
pages or on old auction lot cards, with 1850 6c black part used reconstruction of 48 stamps, 24 types
with black cancels and 24 types with red cancels, plus unused single and a few covers fronts etc., plus
1852 6c red a specialised study neatly mounted and written up on 17 album pages (150+ singles,
pairs, one block of four, one strip and twenty-four covers/fronts), also a fine array Carliste issues etc.,
mixed to fine, must be viewed
60339

300 - 400

H F

Spain: 1850-1901 assembly comprising 90 used stamps, mainly low denominations with some
multiples up to nine stamps, as well as over 50 covers, some of them sent to France, very fine
60340

300 - 400

F / 418

Spain: 1854-1958 109 covers/stationeries including Morocco correspondence, Canary Islands, Civil
War, WWII censors, maritime
60341

200 - 300

F

Spain: 1890-1956 Group of 117 covers all addressed to Switzerland, mostly commercial mail including
Civil War, Tanger, etc.
60342

300 - 400

CC C H

Spain: 1995-2018, Collection of yearbooks (complete) plus a small collection of FDCs and an album of
doubles (mostly mint and in €), good for face value

60343

1’200 - 1’600

CC C H

Sweden: 1855-1946 Attractive small assembly of unusual stamps purchased at auctions and still
presented in their cards including 1855 3 skilling green, m.n.h. reprints of 1872-85 1r, UPU anniversary
in block of 4 used etc., a collection on album leaves completes this lot, viewing suggested

Geneva, December 3, 2020
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

60344

Cat. N°

H F

Estimate (€)

800 - 1’200

Sweden: 1855-1960 FOREIGN CANCELS ON SWEDISH STAMPS: Specialised collection in one
stockbook with 119 stamps and 54 covers showing a wide selection of foreign pmks on mostly Swedish
stamps, small section at the end with Swedish pmks on foreign stamps, Swedish stamps ranging from
skilling to modern, noted dues on stampless covers, cancels from Denmark with the 3-ring numerals,
Belgium “Ribbon” cancel, Finland, Germany, Norway, Switzerland, France, Russia, Madeira, Romania,
and more, an exceptional group, see extensive and detailed description with the lot and full set of
scans on the web
60345

H

400 - 600

Sweden: 1858-96 Duplicated used selection on stockcards incl. 1858-72 Coat of Arms issue 5ö (66)
and 24ö (80) showing a range of shades and cancels (Yv. €5’180), and four A5 stockcards of Officials,
mixed condition, a great lot for the specialist or cancellation collector

60346

CC

800 - 1’000

Sweden: 1903-46 Collection in an official book with only mint never hinged stamps, including all the
better stamps and sets of this period in particular UPU Congress and anniversary sets from 1924,
pristine quality and very high catalogue value
60347

CC C H

700 - 1’200

Switzerland: 1885-1973 Mint and used stock of Switzerland incl. PAX set in n.h. blocks of four, PJ, soul.
sheets, face value, plus some France, in 4 stockbooks
60348

C

240 - 300

Syria: 1946-67, Old-time unused collection on 23 large hand-drawn album pages showing a good deal of
completion, noted useful min.sheets including the two from 1947, airmails, archival fresh colours, very fine
60349

F

200 - 400

Thailand: Archive of revenue stamps on +80 legal documents, with many frankings featuring large
multiples, an uncommon assembly for the specialist, viewing essential
60350

H F J

Tibet: 1913-33 Attractive old-time estate lot neatly mounted on three album pages, showing 1933 2t red
used sheetlet of twelve, plus cover franked with two singles etc., mixed to very fine (5 covers & 12 stamps)
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100 - 150

Lot N°

60351

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

300 - 500

C H G F

Turkey: 1581-1990 ca Accumulation of covers, postcards, stamps, ephemera including passports,
prints, photos, newspaper etc., Palestine interest, much of note ex Herri Schaeffer

The Entire Ottoman Empire Postal History Estate of the Late Dr. Wahby

60351A

30 - 40’000

H G F J DFE

Turkey: 1840-1930 An extensive and valuable collection of Ottoman Empire cancellation on stamps,
fragments, cards, complete entire and envelopes. Showing a vast array of different type of cancels
including negative seals, Arabic only and bilingual type cancels.
The collection is housed in nineteen (19) stockbooks and fifteen (15) Lindner albums showing many
hundreds of post marks from the following countries or regions: Albania, Bosnia, Bulgaria, Greece,
Iraq, Lebanon, Palestine, Romania, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Yemen, Yugoslavia, plus a vast array of Turkish
markings, many with Coles and Walker 25pts and some unrecorded markings.
Including literature with a complete set of 10 of the “Illustrated Ottoman-Turkish Postmarks” and
Coles and Walker’s “Postal Cancellations of the Ottoman Empire” parts 1-4
A wonderful lifetime collection/accumulations and an excellent basis for study and expansion into an
exhibit collection
Geneva, December 3, 2020
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Lot N°

60352

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

300 - 400

H F / 412

Turkey: 1863 Attractive old-time estate lot neatly mounted on one album pages, showing a fine array
of twelve used single of the Toughra issues with values from 20pa to 5pi with both thin and thick
papers present, plus cover with 1pi 20pa franking, mixed to very fine (32 stamps)
60353

400 - 600

CC C H

Turkey: 1865-90, Chiefly mint collection in one album from the Duloz issues to the Crescent issues,
showing a wide range of shades, some cancellation interest, multiples, etc. (STC Scott $18’142)
60354

400 - 600

CC C H J

Turkey: 1870s-1980s, Accumulation incl. mint sheets and multiples in sheet folders, many small stock
books with mint and used with a few souvenir sheets, plus some FDCs, all world mix in two stockbooks,
useful lot for a dealer
60355

200 - 300

F

United States: 1829-1890 Express Mail, three stampless covers each bearing manuscript Express
mail, plus 1869 2c showing Express mail theme and Express Wells Fargo illustrated envelope fro
Mexico, plus two reprints of express stamps, mixed to very fine
60356

150 - 200

F

United States: 1846-1940 Small lot of covers and postcards, with interesting depatures and
destination, including 1928 Zeppelin flight and Grand Canyon Park Brochure, mixed to fine
60357

400 - 600

CC C H F J DCE P L / 412

United States: 1847-1930 Estate lot in one carton with proofs, mint, used and covers presented on
old auction lot cards etc., showing 1847 5c on cover and 10c on cover tied by neat red Grill, New York
Postmaster 10c unused, plus a fine array of proofs on carton paper, mixed to fine, must be viewed
60358

200 - 300

C G F DCE

United States: Locals collection of unused locals neatly mounted on 25 album pages, showing what
appear to be some original and many reprints, mixed to fine (100’s)
60359

300 - 400

F / 412

United States: 1851-1887 Accumulation of 24 covers and one front, plus some odds and ends,
showing Local Post with an array of Blood’s covers, plus other locals and some Carriers, also 1851 10c
pair on cover to France etc., some with faults, mixed to fine
60360

750 - 1’500

C H DCE

USA: 1851-1950, Attractive mint & used assembly of USA in 3 stockbooks from a French estate with
many useful values, cancellations, unused classics, etc., mixed to fine, a true Treasure Trove !
60361

200 - 300

F / 418

United States: Attractive collection of more than 200 unused Patriotic envelopes, plus a small group of
seven used all franked 3c red, an wonderful lots for the student, mixed to very fine (100’s)
60362

300 - 400

F / 418

Uruguay: 1930-1935 Specialised Transatlantic Zeppelin Airmail collection neatly mounted and written
up on 28 album pages, showing an extensive range of 34 covers with a wide variety of flights cachets
from the 2nd South America Flight through to the 18th South America Flight, plus selection of other
flights, generally fine to very fine (34 covers)
60363

800 - 1’200

CC C H

Vatican: 1852-1992 Collection commencing with Papal States, following with Vatican from 1929 to
1992 being quite complete and including the good values, also some booklets and soul. sheets

Please ensure your bids arrive on time!

In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence
Geneva, December 3, 2020
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Lot N°

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

60364

Cat. N°

H G

Estimate (€)

150 - 200

Yemen: 1926 First Issue. Small group showing 2 1/2b black on orange horizontally laid paper, pair and
irregular block of three, 5b block on white laid paper used block of four, pair and a strip of three tied on
fragment, attractive group (14)
60365

F

200 - 300

Yemen: 1937-1989 Accumulation of mostly modern commercial and philatelic registered mail, plus
1940 Offical cover addressed to Canada and a 1937 registered cover to Riga, mixed to fine, an unusual lot
Cinderellas, Poster Stamps, Vignettes
60366

CC C DCE

800 - 1’200

CINDERELLAS - EUROPE, lifetime collection contained in 5 albums and classified by countries or
topics, including Army Post from Switzerland also applied on covers, mainly in fresh choice quality,
viewing is a must

60367

CC C H F J DCE

1900s-80s, TUBERCULOSIS thematic collection of many 1’000s of vignettes/cinderellas in 3 stockbooks,
four binders and 5 sheet folders, crammed with vignettes from countries such as Scandinavia incl.
Sweden, USA, Denmark, strong France, Asia incl. Japan, etc., with a mixture of mint & used, some covers,
progressive proofs, booklets, booklet panes, complete sheetlets and sheets, some crossover with
Christmas Seals, stamp-shaped window adverts, etc., plus five 1920s original POSTERS, a fabulous lot
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2’000 - 3’000

Lot N°

60368

Symbol(s) / Photo Page

Cat. N°

Estimate (€)

1’000 - 1’500

C H J DCE

1900s-1920s, MILITARY/WW1 collection of ca.1500-2000 vignettes in an album, vast majority
unused, from France, Belgium, England, Italy and some Russia, very little duplication, a great and
varied lot of these popular Cinderella issues
60369

500 - 800

CC F DCE A

1920’s-1960, FRANCE, attractive collection of Cinderellas about tuberculosis, mounted on 6 Lindner
albums displaying a wide range of features including booklets (some with advertising), essays, covers
with also headings related to the topic, etc
Picture Postcards
60370

1’000 - 2’000

F / 418

All World early postcard collection (183) mint and used, nearly all lithos, many from 1890’s with GB
(court cards), Benelux, Germany, Italy, Scandinavia, Latin America, Gold Coast, N. Africa, Middle East,
exceptional group
60371

360 - 440

F

1910-1930 Zeppelins and Air Balloons collection (39) colour and black and white, photos and printed,
unused and used, noted French Zeppelin Patrie, Libertée, German Graf Zeppelin, LZ4, Deutschland,
Victoria, Luise, Hansa, Sachsen and wreckage photos of LZ7, LZ4, LZ19, LZ77, LZ86, and includes
World War I Belgium, English, German and French Observation Balloons
60372

300 - 500

German postcard album of Turkey and the Middle East , difficult to identify with over 300 mint photo
postcards or photographs (some of the latter stuck down), otherwise fine assembly with German
military, locals, topographical, executions, aviation. Fascinating record ex Herri Schaeffer
60373

400 - 700

F

China: 1900-1930, Fifty old postcards of China, showing trades such as barbershops, funeral
processions, pipe smokers, etc., a nice assembly not to be missed
60374

300 - 500

F

Japan: 1900-1930, 100 old postcards of Japan with better examples, worth closer examination

Literature
60375

200 - 300

All World: Literature estate lot in two large carton with an array of auction catalogues and books notably
the two volume work of the forgeries of Sperati etc., mixed to fine, must be viewed

Geneva, December 3, 2020
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Conditions of Sale
The currency of the auction is the Euro (€)
Participation in any David Feldman S.A. auction means acceptance
in full of the following conditions as well as any rights and obligations
arising therefrom. These same conditions also apply to all transactions
taking place outside the realm of the auctions. DAVID FELDMAN S.A., organiser of the auctions, acts as an agent only and is not liable in any way
whatsoever for any default(s) of purchaser(s) and/or vendor(s).
1. The auction lots are offered
1.1 As presented in the relative auction catalogue and/or through the
David Feldman S.A. website. Lots are meticulously described and with
the greatest care, however without responsibility. Photographs count as
part of the description with regard to the margins, perforation, centering, postmarks and all other visible attributes. The descriptions of the
lots mention if the items are signed by recognised experts and/or accompanied by expert certificates.
1.2 As viewed in person: before and during auction sales, persons or
their agents may examine lots at our offices or at the auction location,
and must confirm their auction invitation before viewing. Persons or
their agents attending a Live Room auction by invitation and/or who have
viewed lots before an auction are understood to have examined all lots
which they purchase and accept them as they are at the moment of the
knocking-down and not necessarily as described.
2. Auction bids
2.1 The auction bid steps for all auctions are as follows: (some auctions
may be in other currencies than Euros)
€ 50 - 100:

€5

€ 2’000 - 5’000:

€ 200

€ 100 - 200:

€ 10

€ 5’000 - 10’000:

€ 500

€ 200 - 500:

€ 20

€ 10’000 - 20’000:

€ 1’000

€ 500 - 1’000:

€ 50

€ 20’000 - 50’000:

€ 2’000

€ 1’000 - 2’000:

€ 100

€ 50’000 - 100’000: € 5’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next highest bid step. The bidder is bound by his offer until a higher bid has been
validly accepted.
2.2 DAVID FELDMAN S.A. has full discretion to refuse any bidding, to
divide any lot or lots, to combine any two or more lots and to withdraw
any lot or lots from the sale without in any case giving any reason. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may also bid on behalf of vendors in cases where
reserve prices have been fixed. In these cases, the vendor is treated as
a buyer and the auctioneer shall bid on his behalf up to reserve prices.
If the reserve price fixed by the vendor is not reached, the auctioneer
passes to the next lot by a simple knock of the hammer.
2.3 Bid orders are only accepted from registered clients of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. and/or its associated companies. Live Room bidders must
confirm their invitation prior to obtaining a bidding number.
2.4 Bid orders received by DAVID FELDMAN S.A. including via its website before the relative auctions have priority over room bids in the case
of Live Room auctions. Clients giving bidding instructions to DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. may make alternative offers and/or limit the total of their
expenditure in advance. Bids marked "BUY" are considered as up to ten
times the quoted estimate price where such exists. Bids made in other
currencies than the advertised currency of the auction will be converted
into that c urrency at the market rate of the day of receipt by DAVID FELD-

MAN S.A. Bids are standing and hold good for at least 60 days from the
auction period. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to invoice bidders up to the end of the 60 day period, payment being due immediately.
3. The auction
3.1 Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the currency of the auction is Euros. Attendance at the Live Room auction is reserved for invited clients
and/or their agents.
3.2 Prerogatives of David Feldman S.A.: DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may
withdraw, group differently, divide or refuse to knock down any lot.
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to refuse any bid orders and/
or for Live Room auctions, refuse admittance to the auction room, at
its discretion, to anybody whomsoever. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. cannot
be held responsible for any physical accident that may occur on the
premises where auctions take place. In the case a bone fide offer for the
entire collection presented in this catalog is received at least two weeks
before the auction date, and would be accepted by the vendor and the
auctioneer, it maybe withdrawn from sale and the auction offer cancelled.
3.3 Bidders' representatives and auction agents: any person bidding for
the account of a third party is fully liable for any obligation arising from
such bidding. This responsibility is notably applicable for the verification
of the condition and for the payment of purchased lots.
3.4 Winning Bids: each lot is sold on behalf of the respective owner to
the highest bidder who becomes the buyer at one bid step over the next
highest bid step; this is the knock-down price. A buyer’s premium will
be added to the knock-down price per lot and is payable by the buyer
as part of the total purchase price. The buyer’s premium is 22% of the
knock-down price up to and including €50,000 and 20% on any amount
in excess of €50,000. Cost of postage will be invoiced separately from
the buyer’s premium. On the knock of the hammer, liability for the lots
passes to the bidder whose bids have been accepted. The lots are delivered to the buyer when the total sale price (knock-down price plus all
fees) have been paid in full.
VAT (Sales Tax) - Notes for guidance concerning auctions for which the
lots are located in Switzerland: buyers domiciled abroad are not liable
for this tax once the goods are duly exported from Switzerland. DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. are pleased to arrange this export; alternatively, clients
may make their own arrangements and furnish DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
with proof of export, stamped by Swiss customs. Any purchases by buyers who wish to keep their purchases in Switzerland will be liable to VAT
at 7.7% of the purchase price in Swiss Francs at the converted British
pound value during the auction. It is the buyer’s responsibility to pay any
relevant duties that may be incurred upon import to other jurisdictions.
3.5 Payment: Sale price plus buyer’s premium and additional costs (if
any) are due for immediate payment as invoiced against delivery of the
lots. Payment in other currencies is accepted at the rates of exchange
of the day as quoted by a major Swiss bank. The bidders who are
successful with whom it has been expressly agreed that they pay after
the sale under special conditions, are due to pay the sale price, buyer’s
premium and any other costs according to those terms. In these cases,
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. keeps the relevant lots which are delivered to the
buyers on full settlement of their account. Delivery of the purchased lots
by post, courier or any other means if instructed by the buyer including
cost of normal transit insurance cover is at the expense of the buyer. Ti-
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tle or ownership of the purchased lots, delivered or not, remains with the
auctioneer on behalf of the seller until payment has been made in full.
3.6 Special extended payment facility: DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may offer
a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer
may choose to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice immediately,
and the balance over a maximum period of 6 months, paying an equal
instalment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1% is
debited to the buyer's account at the end of each month from the auction date. When the special extended payment facility has been granted,
the buyer understands that any claims regarding his purchases must be
made within 30 days of the auction sale date, even though the lots may
be held by DAVID FELDMAN S.A. awaiting full settlement of the account.
Until delivery, all lots may be examined by their respective buyers at the
offices of DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
3.7 Pledge: until full settlement of the account, the buyer grants to
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. a pledge on any and all properties held by DAVID
FELDMAN S.A., acquired prior to, during and/or after any auction. This
pledge secures the repayment of any amount due in principals, interests, commissions, costs and other possible fees. DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
is entitled, but not obliged, to realise freely the pledge assets without
further formalities and without previous notice if the buyer is in default
with the payment of his debts or with the fulfilment of any other obligation hereunder. For this purpose, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. is not bound to
comply with the formalities of the Federal Law dealing with actions for
debt and bankruptcy proceedings; in addition, DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
may choose to institute or go on with the usual proceedings without
having beforehand sold the pledged goods and without having moreover
given them up.
4. Guarantee
4.1 Extent of the guarantee: subject to paragraph 4.3 below, the authenticity of all philatelic items sold in the auction is guaranteed for a
period of 30 days from the auction date, with the express exclusion of
any other fault(s). Any reclamation regarding authenticity must come to
the notice of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. on the delivery of the lots but at the
latest within 30 days from that date. Before delivery, which may take
place after the 30 days period, the lots purchased may be e
 xamined at
the Geneva offices of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. The buyer whose reclamation is made after 30 days from the auction date loses all rights to the
guarantee. Such reclamation will not be valid by DAVID FELDMAN S.A.. If
an extension of the p
 eriod is required in order to substantiate the claim
with an expertise, a request for such extension must be made to DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. within 30 days of the auction date. No request for extension will be considered beyond this 30 days period. An extention will
expire 3 months after the date of the auction; the results of the expertise
for which an extension was agreed must come to the notice of DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. within that period. No further extension of the period will
be considered without the express written agreement of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. Only claims, expertise results or other details which are made
within the agreed periods will be valid.
4.2 Expertise and counter-expertise: should the authenticity of a lot
be questioned, the buyer is obliged to provide an expertise or counterexpertise from a prominent expert in the field, justifying the claim. If a
stamp is found by a recognised expert, taking financial responsibility for
errors, to have been forged, he may mark it accordingly. Consequently,

the marking "FALSCH" (forged) is not considered an alteration. In the
case of such reclamation, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to
request, at its own discretion, one or more further expertise(s). All expertise and relative charges accrue to the vendor's account in the case
of a justified claim, or to the buyer's account if the claim is not justified.
In the case of a justified claim, the lot is taken back and the knock-down
price plus the commission are refunded to the buyer. In the case of delayed payment due to expertise agreed by David Feldman S.A., interest
is charged at 50% of the standard rate for all cleared lots. If David Feldman S.A. has not agreed, then full interest is due.
4.3 Exclusions: lots described as collections, accumulations, selections, groups and those containing duplicates cannot be the subject of
any claim. Claims concerning lots described as a set or groups of sets
containing more than one stamp, can only be considered under the
terms of paragraph 4.1 above if they relate to more than one third of the
total value of the lot. Lots which have been examined by the buyer or his
agent, lots described as having defects or faults cannot be subjected to
a claim regarding defects or faults. lllustrated lots cannot be subjected
to a claim because of perforations, centering, margins or other factors
shown in the illustrations.
4.4 Late Payment: if payment of the knock-down price plus commission
due by the buyer is not made within 30 days of the date of the auction,
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to cancel the sale and dispose of
the lot(s) elsewhere and/or to make a recourse to any legal proceedings
in order to obtain payment of the amounts due as well as for any incurred
damages and losses and any legal expenses. A charge on overdue payment of at least 5% for the first month and 2% per month afterwards
plus expenses incurred is chargeable on any outstanding amount after
30 days of the date of the auction. The buyer who is in default in any way
whatsoever has no right of claim under any circumstances.
4.5 Exceptionally, the knock-down price will be reduced to the lowest
winning bid where it is shown that the exact same buyer has inadvertently increased the price by using more than one medium of bidding on
the same lot.
5. Applicable law and jurisdiction
Unless otherwise stated, all auctions as well as any rights and obligations arising from them shall be governed exclusively by Swiss law.
Any legal action or proceeding with respect to the auctions shall be
submitted to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of Geneva, subject
to appeal to the Swiss Federal Court in Lausanne. In every case, DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. shall also be entitled, at its discretion, to sue any buyer
in default at his place of residence; in such case, Swiss law shall remain
applicable and in the case of issues regarding price value, the Euro is
converted at its Swiss franc value at the time of the auction.
6. All Transactions:
These Conditions of Sale apply to all transactions of every kind including
those outside the auctions, with David Feldman SA.
Note: If these Conditions of sale are translated into one or more other
languages, the English translation shall be the official version and shall
prevail over all other translations.
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Versteigerungsbedingungen
Die Währung dieser Versteigerung erfolgt in
Schweizer Franken (CHF)
Beteiligung setzt die vollständige Annahme nachstehender Bedingungen
sowie der sich daraus ergebenen Rechte und Pflichten voraus.
Diese Bedingungen gelten auch bei Geschäften, die ausserhalb
der Versteigerung mit Auktionslosen abgeschlossen werden. Der
Versteigerer, DAVID FELDMAN S.A., handelt nur als Beauftragter und
haftet für keinerlei Verzug seitens der Käufer und/oder Einlieferer.
1. Angebot der lose
1.1 Wie im Katalog und/oder im Internet dargestellt: Losbeschreibungen
werden mit grösster Sorgfalt und nach bestem Wissen und Gewissen
vorgenommen, jedoch ohne Verbindlichkeit. Fotographien sind
Bestandteil der Beschreibungen, wobei die Abbildungen für Rand,
Zähnung, Zentrierung, Stempel und anderer sichtbarer Eigenschaften
massgebend sind. Prüfzeichen und/oder Atteste anerkannter Prüfer
sind in der Losbeschreibung erwähnt.
1.2 Wie besichtigt: Alle im Katalog erwähnten Lose können vor
und während der Versteigerung sowie auf dem Internet besichtigt
werden. Bei Auktionsteilnehmern und/oder Personen, die Lose vor
der Versteigerung besichtigten, und/oder vom Bieter bevollmächtigte
Personen und Agenten, wird die Besichtigung aller gekauften Lose
vorausgesetzt; die Lose werden in dem Zustand, in dem sie sich beim
Zuschlag befinden, angenommen und nicht unbedingt wie beschrieben.
2. Kaufgebote
2.1 Folgende Steigerungsstufen haben Gültigkeit (einige Versteigerungen können in Fremdwährungen abgehalten werden):
CHF 50 - 100

CHF 5

CHF 2000 - 5000

CHF 200

CHF 100 - 200

CHF 10

CHF 5000 - 10000

CHF 500

CHF 200 - 500

CHF 20

CHF 10000 - 20000

CHF 1000

CHF 500 - 1000

CHF 50

CHF 20000 - 50000

CHF 2000

CHF 50000 - 100000

CHF 5000

CHF 1000 - 2000 CHF100

Gebote, die zwischen diesen Stufen liegen, werden der nächst höheren
Steigerungsstufe zugeordnet. Bieter sind bis zur Annahme eines
höheren Gebotes an ihr Gebot gebunden.
2.2 DAVID FELDMAN S.A. ist ermächtigt, gemäss erfolgten Anweisungen,
für Kunden zu bieten. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. ist ebenfalls ermächtigt,
gegebenenfalls für Einlieferer zu bieten, sofern diese Reservepreise
festgesetzt haben. Einlieferer werden somit als Käufer betrachtet, und der
Versteigerer steigert für sie bis zum Betrag der Reservepreise mit. Wird
der vom Einlieferer festgesetzte Reservepreis nicht erreicht, gehtz der
Auktionator durch einen einfachen Hammerschlag zum nächsten Los über.
2.3 Vor der Versteigerung bei DFSA oder auf deren Internet Site
eingegangene schriftlichen Gebote haben absoluten Vorrang vor
Saalgeboten bei einer „Live“ Auktion. Kunden, die der DAVID FELDMAN
S.A. Kaufaufträge gegeben haben, können Alternativgebote abgeben
und/oder die Auftragssumme im voraus begrenzen. „Buy“ („Zum Kauf“)
Gebote werden bis zum Zehnfachen des gedruckten Schätzwertes
mitgesteigert. Gebote sind in CHF abzugeben. Sollten diese jedoch
in anderen Währungen erfolgen, so werden die Beträge bei Empfang
zum Tageskurs in CHF umgerechnet. Gebote haben bis zu mindestens
60 Tagen nach Versteigerungsdatum Gültigkeit. DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
behält es sich vor, Bietern Lose bis zum Ablauf dieser Frist in Rechnung
zu stellen, wobei sofortige Zahlung fällig ist.

3. Die Versteigerung
3.1 Die „Live“ Auktion erfolgt unter der Mitwirkung einer lokalen
Aufsichtsbehörde. Die Aufsichtsperson kann nicht haltbar gemacht
werden. Diese Versteigerung erfolg unter Mitwirkung des „huissier
judiciaire“ (Gerichtsvollstrecker) als gesetzlicher Überwacher von Republik
und Kanton Genf. Die Währung dieser Auktion ist der Schweizer Franken.
3.2 Vorrechte der David Feldman S.A.: DAVID FELDMAN S.A. hat das
Recht, Lose zurückzuziehen, umzugruppieren, zu trennen oder den
Zuschlag zu verweigern. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. behält es sich ebenfalls
vor, Kaufaufträge abzulehnen und/oder Personen den Zugang zum
Auktionsraum zu verweigern. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. kann für Unfälle, die
in den Versteigerungsräumen erfolgen, nicht haftbar gemacht werden.
3.3 Bevollmächtigte und Agenten: Wer für Dritte bietet, haftet für
alle sich aus dieser Versteigerung ergebenen Verpflichtungen als
Solidarschuldner. Diese Verbindlichkeit betrifft hauptsächlich die
Qualitätsprüfung und Bezahlung gekaufter Lose.
3.4 Zuschläge: Jedes Los wird dem Meistbietenden zu Gunsten des
Einlieferers zur nächst höheren Steigerungsstufe zugeschlagen, zu
der sogenannten Zuschlagsumme. Zusätzlich zur Zuschlagsumme
zahlt der Käufer für Lose über CHF 50’000 ein Aufgeld von 20 %
Kommission und für Lose unter CHF 50’000 ein Aufgeld von 22 %
Kommission, jeweils ohne weitere Gebühren, zuzüglich Versandkosten.
Versandkosten werden separat vom Zuschlagpreis berechnet. Beim
Zuschlag geht das Risiko der ersteigerten Lose auf den Bieter über,
dessen Gebote angenommen wurden. Die Lose werden ihm jedoch erst
bei voller Begleichung des Kaufpreises und Aufgelds ausgehändigt.
MWST (Mehrwertsteuer) - Anmerkung zur Orientierung betreffend
Versteigerungen, deren Lose sich in der Schweiz befinden:Käufer, mit
Wohnsitz im Ausland sind nicht steuerpflichtig, wenn die Ware ins
Ausland exportiert wird.Selbstverständlich ist DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
immer bereit Ihnen mit den Zollformalitäten zu helfen. Sollten unsere
Kunden diese Formalitäten selbst erledigen, werden wir vom Schweizer
Zoll eine Kopie Ihrer Ausfuhrpapiere erhalten.Falls unsere Kunden
wünschen ihre Käufe in der Schweiz zu behalten, wird ihnen MWST von
7,7% auf den Kaufpreis aufgeschlagen.
3.5 Zahlung: Kaufpreis und Aufgeld sind bei Versteigerungsteilnehmern
sofort am Kauftag gegen Aushändigung der Lose fällig. Zahlungen in
anderen Währungen werden zum Tageskurs gemäss Abrechnung einer
Schweizer Grossbank angenommen. Erfolgreiche schriftliche Bieter und
Versteigerungsteilnehmer, deren Zahlung nach dem Verkauf ausdrücklich
zugestanden wurde, haben Kaufpreis und Aufgeld unverzüglich bei
Erhalt der Auktionsrechnung zu zahlen.DAVID FELDMAN S.A. hält die
ersteigerten Lose bis zur vollständigen Bezahlung des Rechnungsbetrages
zurück. Zustellung der Lose durch die Post oder auf einem anderen Weg,
sofern vom Käufer gewünscht, sowie Transportversicherungskosten,
gehen auf Rechnung des Käufers.Die Lose ob ausgeliefert oder nicht,
bleiben bis zur vollständigen Bezahlung Eigentum der DAVID FELDMAN
S.A., stellvertredend für den Einlieferer.
3.6 Erweiterte Zahlungsmöglichkeiten: DAVID FELDMAN S.A. ist
gegebenenfalls bereit, Käufern erweiterte Zahlungsmöglichkeiten
zu gewähren. Der betreffende Käufer zahlt mindestens 25% des
Gesamtrechnungsbestrages bei Erhalt der Rechnung und den Saldo in
gleichen Monatsraten über maximal 6 Monate. Der dem Käufer am Ende
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jedes Monats, vom Auktionsdatum, berechnete Zins beträgt 1%. Bei
Gewährung erweiterten Zahlungsmöglichkeiten hält DAVID FELDMAN
S.A. die ersteigerten Lose gegebenenfalls bis zur vollen Begleichung
des Rechnungsbetrages zurück. Es versteht sich, dass der Käufer die
Lose bis zur Auslieferung jederzeit bei DAVID FELDMAN S.A. besichtigen
kann. Reklamationen bezüglich der ersteigerten Lose müssen jedoch
innerhalb von 30 Tagen nach dem Versteigerungsdatum eingehen.
3.7 Pfandrecht: Bis zur vollständigen Bezahlung der ausstehenden
Schuld bürgt der Kunde gegenüber DAVID FELDMAN S.A. mit
seinem durch die DAVID FELDMAN S.A. aufbewahrten Material,
welches ihm vor, während und/oder nach dem jeweiligen Verkauf
zugesprochen wurde. Dieses Pfand garantiert die Rückzahlung des
Forderungsbetrages, der Zinsen, Kommissionen und anderer möglicher
Unkosten.DAVID FELDMAN S.A. ist berechtigt, aber nicht verpflichtet,
die verpfändete Ware formlos und ohne Vorankündigung zu veräussern,
sollte der Kunde in Zahlungsverzug kommen oder seinen sonstigen
Verpflichtungen nicht nachkommen. In diesem Falle ist DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. nicht verpflichtet, den Vorschriften des Bundesgesetzes
über Schuldbetreibung und Konkurs zu folgen. Im übrigen hat DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. die Wahl, ein Verfahren einzuleiten oder gegebenenfalls
weiterzuführen, ohne die Ware vorher zu verkaufen und ohne sein
Anrecht auf das betreffende Material zu verlieren.
4. Garantie
4.1 Umfang: Unter Vorbehalt des nachstehenden Paragraphs 4.3. ist
die Echtheit aller bei Versteigerungen verkauften philatelistischen
Artikel während 30 Tagen nach dem Versteigerungsdatum garantiert.
Jegliche andere Garantie oder Garantie für Fehler ist ausdrücklich
ausgeschlossen. Jegliche Reklamation bezüglich Echtheit muss
unverzüglich nach Erhalt der Lose an DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
gerichtet werden, spätestens jedoch innerhalb 30 Tagen nach
Versteigerungsdatum. Vor der Zustellung, die nach der 30-Tage-Frist
erfolgen kann, können die erstandenden philatelistischen Artikel
bei DAVID FELDMAN S.A. besichtigt werden. Ein Käufer, dessen
Reklamation nach der Frist von 30 Tagen ab Versteigerungsdatum
bei DAVID FELDMAN S.A.eintrifft, verliert jegliches Anrecht auf die
Garantie. In diesem Fall wird die Reklamation von DAVID FELDMAN
S.A. nicht anerkannt.Wird im Falle einer Reklamation bezüglich
der Echtheit eines philatelistischen Artikels eine Fristverlängerung
benötigt, muss diese innerhalb 30 Tagen nach Versteigerungsdatum
bei DAVID FELDMAN S.A. beantragt werden. Kein solcher Antrag,
welcher nach dieser 30-Tage-Frist bei DAVID FELDMAN S.A. eintrifft,
wird in Betracht gezogen. Die Prüfresultate, für deren Einholung eine
Fristverlängerung gewährt wurde, müssen bei DAVID FELDMAN
S.A. innerhalb von 3 Monaten nach dem Versteigerungsdatum
vorliegen. Eine weitere Fristverlängerung kann nur mit schriftlicher
Einwilligung von DAVID FELDMAN S.A. gewährt werden. Nur diejenigen
Reklamationen, Prüfresultate sowie andere Mitteilungen, die innerhalb
der vorgeschriebenen Fristen eintreffen, werden von DAVID FELDMAN
S.A. in Betracht gezogen.
4.2 Atteste und Gegenatteste: Bei Echtheitszweifeln obliegt es
dem Käufer, als Rechtfertigung seiner Reklamation ein Attest oder
Gegenattest von einem für das betreffende Sammelgebiet anerkannten
Prüfer beizulegen. Wird eine Marke von einem anerkannten und für
Irrtümer haftenden Prüfer als falsch erkannt, kann er sie entsprechend

kennzeichnen. Das Zeichen FALSCH gilt dabei nicht als Veränderung. Bei
derartigen Reklamationen behält DAVID FELDMAN S.A. es sich vor, nach
eigenem Ermessen ein oder mehrere Atteste anzufordern. Alle Prüfkosten
und diesbezügliche Ausgaben fallen bei gerechtfertigter Beanstandung
zu Lasten des Einlieferers, anderenfalls jedoch zu Lasten des Käufers.
Bei gerechtfertigterBeanstandung wird das Los zurückgenommen und
die Zuschlagsumme sowie Aufgeld an den Käufer zurückerstattet. Falls
infolge einer Expertise, mit Uebereinstimmung der DAVID FELDMAN
S.A. Zahlungsverzögerungen entstehen, werden 50% der üblicherweise
belasteten Zinsen auf jedes Los, dessen Echtheit einwandfrei bewiesen
ist erhoben. Ansonsten werden die Standartzinsen berechnet.
4.3 Begrenzung: Lose, die als Sammlungen, Sammellose, Dublettenposten oder Anhäufungen beschrieben sind, haben keinerlei
Anrecht auf Reklamation. Beanstandungen von Losen, die als Serien
oder Gruppen von Serien aus mehr als einer Briefmarke bestehend
beschrieben sind, werden in Grenzen des obigen Punktes 4.1. nur in
Betracht gezogen, wenn sie mehr als ein Drittel des Gesamtkaufwerts
des entsprechenden Loses darstellen. Für Lose die vom Käufer oder
dessen Agenten besichtigt wurden oder mit Fehlern beschrieben
sind können deshalb nicht beanstandet werden. Abgebildete Lose
können nicht beanstandet werden wenn es sich um Zähnungsfehler,
Zentrierung, Rand oder andere im Bild ersichtliche Fehler handelt.
4.4 Zahlungsverzug: Geht die Zahlung der Zuschlagsumme und das
Aufgeld nicht innerhalb von 30 Tagen nach Versteigerungsdatum ein,
behält DAVID FELDMAN S.A. es sich vor, entweder das Kaufgeschäft
aufzuheben und über die Lose anderweitig zu verfügen und/oder auf
Zahlung des Kaufpreises und Schadenersatz, sowie auch gesetzliche
Abgaben zu klagen. Bei Nichtzahlung ausstehender Beträge innerhalb
von 30 Tagen nach Versteigerungsdatum, werden Verzugszinsen von
wenigstens 5% im ersten Monat und 2% in den darauffolgenden Monaten
erhoben; entstandene Unkosten sind ebenfalls zurückzuerstatten. Der
in Verzug geratene Käufer verliert in jedem Fall sein Reklamationsrecht.
4.5 Der Zuschlagspreis kann ausnahmsweise auf das tiefste Gebot
vermindert werden, wenn der Bieter versehentlich den Preis, durch eine
andere Bietmöglichkeit, erhöht hat.
5. Gesetz und Gerichtsstand
Diese Auktion sowie die daraus enstandenen Rechte und Pflichten
unterliegen ausschliesslich dem Schweizer Gesetz. Jede sich auf
diese Auktion beziehende Klage oder Rechtsstreit unterliegen dem
Gericht in Genf. Die zuständige Berufungsbehörde ist das Schweizer
Bundesgericht in Lausanne.DAVID FELDMAN S.A. behält es sich ferner
vor, den Schuldner nach eigenem Ermessen an seinem Wohnsitz zu
verklagen, wobei das Schweizer Gesetz Gültigkeit hat.
6. Alle Transaktionen:
Diese Konditionen gelten auch für alle Transaktionen die ausserhalb der
Versteigerung mit David Feldman SA abgeschlossen werde.
Anmerkung: Für den Fall von Abweichungen in den verschiedenen
sprachlichen Versionen dieser Allgemeinen Geschäftsbedingungen gilt
die französische Version.
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Symbols and Condition
Symboles et Conditions / Symbole und Erhaltung
Symbols / Symboles / Symbole
C

mint with original gum
neuf avec gomme / ungebraucht mit Falz

CC

mint never hinged
neuf avec gomme intacte / postfrisch

DCE

unused, ungummed or regummed / neuf sans 		
gomme ou regommé / ungebraucht ohne Gummi
oder nachgummiert

H

used
oblitéré/ gebraucht

J

K

I

Evident wear or other factors (see description and photo), still a
presentable example. / Evidentes traces d’usures ainsi que d’autres
facteurs (voir photo et description) mais exemplaire très présentable.
/ Offensichtliche Gebrauchsspuren oder andere Mängel (siehe
Beschreibung und/oder photo bzw. scan) aber noch immer herzeigbare
und sammelwürdige Qualität bzw. Erhaltung.

fiscal cancel

piece or fragment of a cover or document

cover or postcard incl. postal stationery / lettre, carte

essay

proof (incl. die, plate or trial colour)

revenue or fiscal
timbre fiscal / Gebührenmarken

S

specimen
spécimen / Specimen

F

Fine to very fine / Beau à très beau / Schön bis sehr schön

Fine / Beau / schön

épreuve / Probedruck
R

Choice condition, the envelope shows typical slight soiling or wear from
usage. / Qualité premier choix, l’enveloppe peu néanmoins présenter
quelques légères salissures et usures. / 1.Wahl, Brief zeigt nur typische
leichte Gebrauchsspuren.

paire tête-bêche / Kehrdruckpaar

essai / Entwurf
P

Very fine / Très beau / Sehr schön

tête-bêche pair

postale ou entier / Brief, Postkarte oder Ganzsache
E

Outstanding, the envelope with only slight wear, fresh stamp and cancel.
/ Qualité irréprochable, l’enveloppe ne présente que de très légères traces
d’usure, le timbre est frais et l’oblitération est propre. / Herausragende
Qualität, Brief mit minimalen Gebrauchsspuren (Archivqualität), frische
Marken und sehr klarer Stempel.

multiple / Viererblock

fragment / Briefstück
F

Extremely fine / Superbe / Prachterhaltung

Normal condition, the envelope shows a bit heavier wear or soiling.
/ Qualité standard, les traces d’usures sont un peu plus prononcées.
/ Gewöhnliche aber noch einwandfreie Erhaltung mit etwas stärkeren
Gebrauchsspuren (leicht fleckig oder andere leichtere Abnützungen).

block of four or larger

oblitération fiscale / fiskalische Entwertung
G

Condition of Covers / Condition des lettres et entiers /
Erhaltung von Briefen

forgery
faux / Fälschung

Please note: Light edge wear, top backflap faults, slight reductions at
one side, and file folds are normal for 19th Century covers. Also normal
are light cleaning or minor stains and small mends along the edges.
They are to be expected and are not always described, and are not
grounds for return, nor are factors visible in the illustrations. We will
gladly provide full-size scans on request.
Prière de noter : De légères traces d’usures, défauts au rabat, de légères
réductions sur un côté et des plis d’archives sont des caractéristiques
normales pour des lettres du 19ème siècle. De légères améliorations au niveau
de la propreté ainsi qu’un éventuel ajout de quelques renforts sont également
acceptables et ne figurent pas nécessairement dans les descriptions. Ces
points ainsi que tous les éléments visibles au niveau de l’illustration ne peuvent
par conséquent pas être sujets à réclamation. Des scans supplémentaires
d’une pièce peuvent être envoyés sur simple demande.
Bitte beachten: Leichte Eckabnützungen, Mängel der Absenderklappe,
leichte Reduktionen an einer Seite und Archivierungsbüge sind als normal
für Briefe des 19.Jhdts. anzusehen, ebenso gelten als «normal» leichte
Reinigung, kleine (minimale) Stockflecken oder Risschen und Büge
entlang der Briefkanten - diese sind zu erwarten, zu akzeptieren und nicht
immer beschrieben (zumeist aber am photo und/oder scan ersichtlich) diese stellen daher keine Grundlage für Retournierungen dar, ebenso wie
auf den photos resp. scans klar ersichtliche Faktoren - Fotos und scans
sind immer auch Teil der Beschreibung Im Zweifel können Sie von uns
VOR DER Auktion jederzeit Photokopien oder besser auflösende scans
verlangen und werden wir Ihnen diese gerne zusenden bzw. mailen.

Consign with Us
Take the advantage of the collaboration between Numisor and David Feldman SA
to consign both coins and stamps to your trusted partners

www.numisor.ch
•
•
•
•
•

40 years of numismatic experience
Extensive experience in volume trading of bullion related coins
Extensive worldwide client list
Auctions are held in association with David Feldman SA, renowned international stamp auctioneers
We can also offer the possibility of making direct purchases

We are interested in any World, British, Persian or Egyptian coins, particularly gold or those of high quality
or rarity. We can handle single pieces or indeed complete collections.
We offer consignors the ability to sell their items via our online auctions as well as on our public auctions in
Geneva. Our more frequent on-line auctions also provide the opportunity for vendors to receive payments
more quickly after consigning their items to us.

Please feel free to contact us anytime
Member of:
4, Rue des Barques
1207 Geneva
Switzerland
Tel: +41 (0)22 735 92 55
Email: info@numisor.ch
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Keep your collection alive
The digital solution: Museum of Philately
A modern presentation of collectors, their collections and their rarities
via the latest internet technologies
Through our auctions, which have spanned for over forty years, we have presided over the disperal of hundreds of
Grand Prix and Large Gold Medal collections, formed by collectors with the passion and resources to pursue their
chosen fields over decades or even a lifetime. Thus, the idea was spawned to create deluxe publications and an on-line
museum as additional services to eternalise a prized collection, allowing it to live on once it has been sold, thereby
preserving it for future generations.

By consigning a Grand Prix or a Large Gold Medal collection with us, make yourself eligible to participate in both the
Great Philatelic Collections programme and the Museum of Philately digital application. These tools will allow you to
immortalise your collection and, ultimately, to share your achievements in the world of philately with your loved ones
and with the rest of the world.

download it now!

www.museumofphilately.com

The print solution:
Great Philatelic Collections
Award-winning philatelic treasures for every philatelic bookshelf. Twentyfive titles published so far, and many more to come
Now presenting the Joseph Chalhoub Collection of Egypt in 11 Volumes.
Deluxe Hardbound Numbered Limited Editions (75 each)

List of titles:
I
Commemoratives*
II
Foreign Post Offices*
III
Egyptian Post Offices Abroad*
IV
King Fouad I*
V
King Farouk*
VI
The First Three Issues and the Suez Canal*
VII Officials and Booklets**
VIII Postage Dues and Airmails**
IX
Fourth Issue, Pictorial and Crown Overprint Issues
X
Postal Stationery
XI
Revenues*
XII Palestine (Gaza), French PO (Alexandria and Port Said),
Express, British Military PO and Army Post
* Already available in our webshop (www.davidfeldman.com/dfsa-shop)
** In preparation, available soon
In addition to being a valued keepsake for collectors and their
families, the “Great Philatelic Collections” series of limited
editions represent a “must have” for every enthusiast collecting
any of the subjects comprised in the series.
To find out all the published titles, their availability and the
novelties, go to www.davidfeldman.com.

www.davidfeldman.com

Your
stamps
matter
to us
HOW TO
CONSIGN
WITH US
Consigning your stamps with us and
participating in our auctions is very easy.

At David Feldman
International Auctioneers:
Service and satisfaction are paramount
Innovation and imagination make the difference
Expertise and knowledge are vital
Quality is essential
Results matter

Stage 1
Evaluation

?

1

Interested in selling? How
much are your stamps worth?

5

Get a proposal and sign
a contract

Stage 2
Consignment

Just follow the steps:

Stage 3
Auction
$
9

Get the description and
auction estimate of your
stamps for your validation

50

Consign
with us!

Consigning your stamps with David Feldman
International Auctioneers and participating in our
auctions is very easy. The following instructions
sheet will guide you through the process.

Sorry, your stamps have no commercial
value or are not suitable for auction

Yes! we are interested

info@davidfeldman.com

2

Send us a brief description
and images of your stamps
(mail, email, dropbox, fax)

3

Your stamps are examined
by our experts, no charges
involved

4

Get a reply from us. One of our
philatelists may make an appointment
to visit you

9
$

6

Send us your stamps. They are
insured from their departure

7

Your stamps are kept in a
safe place

8

Your stamps are lotted,
meticulously described and
estimated by a philatelist

$
10

We implement a marketing
strategy for the auction

11

Watch your stamps get sold
at auction

12

Get paid in the method most
convenient to you!

Contact
David Feldman SA

Route de Chancy 59-D
1213 Petit-Lancy
Geneva, Switzerland
Tel.: +41 22 727 0777
email:
info@davidfeldman.com
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Your contacts
Vos contacts / Ihre Kontakte
Daniel Flesher

Fernando Martínez

Marcus Orsi

Guy Croton

Chief Executive Officer

Senior Philatelist

David Feldman
Consultant
Philatelic rarities

Chief Philatelist

Senior Philatelist

Ricky Verra
Philatelist

Gabriel Rheinert
Philatelist

International Representative Luca Lucarelli Outside Philatelists and Agents Tony Banwell, Darío Díez, Olivier
Eeckeman, Rainer Fuchs, David MacDonnell, Jorge H. del Mazo, Pedro Meri, Daniel Mirecki, Jean-Luc Salvi, Bill
Schultz, Michael Tseriotis, Pierre Wertheimer, Karol Weyna Administration Daniel Flesher (Director), Andreia
Pereira Operations & Marketing Estelle Leclère Client Relations Marina Poncioni Finance & Accounts Dimitri
Toulemonde Information Technology RK Technologies Publishing Department Alex Porter, Gilles Lüthi
David Feldman SA 59, Route de Chanc y, Building D, 3 r d flo or, 1 21 3 Petit-L anc y, G eneva , Swit zer l and Tel.
+41 (0)22 727 07 77 Fax +41 (0)22 727 07 78 Email info@davidfeldman.com Web www.davidfeldman.com

Follow us:

Bid Form (LOTS 40000-60373)
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All World & Collections – December 1-3, 2020
DAVID FELDMAN SA w GENEVA w SWITZERLAND

All Bids in Euros (€)

DIRECT CONTACT DURING AUCTION :
Tel : +41 (0)22 727 0770 & +41 (0)22 727 0771 / Fax : +41 (0)22 727 0778

Client No

Please write in BLOCK CAPITALS and Fax or Mail your bids as soon as possible.
NAME

Bidder No

.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

MAILING ADDRESS .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
		.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Please bid for me on the lots I have marked
below, purchasing for me as much below my
limits as possible.

		.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
IF P.O. BOX ABOVE, HOME ADDRESS .........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
		
.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

I agree to your conditions of sale as printed in
your auction catalogue and back of this form.

TEL N° ..................................................................................................................................................... FAX N° .....................................................................................................................................

Date:

EMAIL ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Credit Card / Special instructions, etc. - see overleaf

Signed:

Bids falling between our standard bid steps will be increased to the next step (see conditions of sale).
Lot N°

Limit Euro

(excl. commission)

Office
use

Lot N°

Limit Euro

(excl. commission)

Office
use

Lot N°

Limit Euro

(excl. commission)

Office
use

Shipping Instructions:
❏

Courier (FedEx Express)

❏

Mail

❏

Hold for pickup

❏

Other __________________
_______________________

Standard Bid Steps (€)
50-100 			
5
100-200 		
10
200-500
20
500-1’000
50
1’000-2’000 100

2’000-5’000
200
5’000-10’000
500
10’000-20’000 1’000
20’000-50’000 2’000
50’000-100’000 5’000

Special Extended Payment Facility for Purchases (Over Euro 5'000)

If competition necessitates, increase my bids by :

I wish to avail of your Special Extended Payment Facility over ....................... months (max. 6 months) and agree to pay ............................................................
(min. 25% of total purchase) on receipt of your auction invoice. The balance will be paid by me in equal monthly installments
thereafter. I agree to pay interest plus charges of 1% per month, from the auction date, on the outstanding balances.
I understand that any claims must be made before January 4, 2021, even though you may be holding the lots on my behalf.
(Until delivery, all lots may be examined at the offices of David Feldman S.A.)

1 bid step o 10% o 25% o 50% o

					 Signed ........................................................................................................................................................................................................

(Tick appropriate box)

My Total Purc hase Limit is:
€ ______________________
Minimum for any Limit € 1’000

DFSA w 59 route de Chancy, Building D, 3rd floor w 1213 Petit-Lancy, Geneva, Switzerland w Tel. +41(0) 22 727 07 77 w Fax +41(0) 22 727 07 78 w info@davidfeldman.com
IN-CAT:BF_PLEX-09.2020 (EUR)

435

REFERENCES

TVA is 7.7% for lots NOT exported from
Switzerland.

4 While we take every care and attention to execute
your written bids in your very best interest, we
regret we cannot accept responsibility for errors,
omissions or late arriving bids.

3 If this is your first time dealing with our company,
please include a deposit of 25% of your total bids,
or suitable credit references such as your bankers
and one or two stamp dealers or auctioneers who
have extended you credit facilities.

2 An all-in fee of 20% or 22% depending on your
purchases is added to the knock-down price of
each lot (see sale condition 3.4). Shipping cost
is additional.

1 Bids are considered as being in Euro unless
specially stated in some other convertible
currency. Bids in other currencies will be
converted to Euros at the market rate on the
date of receipt.

Fold along this line, from edge to edge

AIRLETTER
AEROGRAMME

AIR MAIL
PAR AVION

DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
CASE POSTALE
1213 PETIT-LANCY 1
GENEVA
SWITZERLAND

Q
D
TE
A
D

A - PRIORITAIRE

SENDER`S NAME & ADDRESS

www.davidfeldman.com

Tuck into flap below

You may participate directly
in the auction, bidding by
internet at

D
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Fold along this line, from edge to edge

Fold along this line, from edge to edge

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Fold along this line, from edge to edge

tel : +41 (0)22 727 0777

During Auction (Geneva)

Telephone bids should be confirmed in
writing before the auction.

Bids accepted by : (fax, tel. & email)
DFSA (Geneva Office)
fax : +41 (0)22 727 07 78
email : info@davidfeldman.com
telephone : +41 (0)22 727 07 77

Bid Form (LOTS 30000-30264)
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All Bids in
Swiss francs (CHF)

Switzerland – December 1, 2020
DAVID FELDMAN SA w GENEVA w SWITZERLAND

DIRECT CONTACT DURING AUCTION :
Tel : +41 (0)22 727 0770 & +41 (0)22 727 0771 / Fax : +41 (0)22 727 0778

Client No

Please write in BLOCK CAPITALS and Fax or Mail your bids as soon as possible.
NAME

Bidder No

.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

MAILING ADDRESS .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
		.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Please bid for me on the lots I have marked
below, purchasing for me as much below my
limits as possible.

		.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
IF P.O. BOX ABOVE, HOME ADDRESS .........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
		
.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

I agree to your conditions of sale as printed in
your auction catalogue and back of this form.

TEL N° ..................................................................................................................................................... FAX N° .....................................................................................................................................

Date:

EMAIL ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Credit Card / Special instructions, etc. - see overleaf

Signed:

Bids falling between our standard bid steps will be increased to the next step (see conditions of sale).
Lot N°

Limit CHF

(excl. commission)

Office
use

Lot N°

Limit CHF

(excl. commission)

Office
use

Lot N°

Limit CHF

(excl. commission)

Office
use

Shipping Instructions:
❏

Courier (FedEx Express)

❏

Mail

❏

Hold for pickup

❏

Other __________________
_______________________

Standard Bid Steps (CHF)
50-100 			
5
100-200 		
10
200-500
20
500-1’000
50
1’000-2’000 100

2’000-5’000
200
5’000-10’000
500
10’000-20’000 1’000
20’000-50’000 2’000
50’000-100’000 5’000

Special Extended Payment Facility for Purchases (Over CHF 5'000)

If competition necessitates, increase my bids by :

I wish to avail of your Special Extended Payment Facility over ....................... months (max. 6 months) and agree to pay ............................................................
(min. 25% of total purchase) on receipt of your auction invoice. The balance will be paid by me in equal monthly installments
thereafter. I agree to pay interest plus charges of 1% per month, from the auction date, on the outstanding balances.
I understand that any claims must be made before January 4, 2021, even though you may be holding the lots on my behalf.
(Until delivery, all lots may be examined at the offices of David Feldman S.A.)

1 bid step o 10% o 25% o 50% o

					 Signed ........................................................................................................................................................................................................

(Tick appropriate box)

My Total Purc hase Limit is:
CHF ______________________
Minimum for any Limit CHF 1’000

DFSA w 59 route de Chancy, Building D, 3rd floor w 1213 Petit-Lancy, Geneva, Switzerland w Tel. +41(0) 22 727 07 77 w Fax +41(0) 22 727 07 78 w info@davidfeldman.com
IN-CAT:BF_PLEX-09.2020 (EUR)

437

REFERENCES

TVA is 7.7% for lots NOT exported from
Switzerland.

4 While we take every care and attention to execute
your written bids in your very best interest, we
regret we cannot accept responsibility for errors,
omissions or late arriving bids.

3 If this is your first time dealing with our company,
please include a deposit of 25% of your total bids,
or suitable credit references such as your bankers
and one or two stamp dealers or auctioneers who
have extended you credit facilities.

2 An all-in fee of 20% or 22% depending on your
purchases is added to the knock-down price of
each lot (see sale condition 3.4). Shipping cost
is additional.

1 Bids are considered as being in Swiss
francs unless specially stated in some other
convertible currency. Bids in other currencies
will be converted to Euros at the market rate
on the date of receipt.

Fold along this line, from edge to edge

AIRLETTER
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DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
CASE POSTALE
1213 PETIT-LANCY 1
GENEVA
SWITZERLAND
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SENDER`S NAME & ADDRESS

www.davidfeldman.com

Tuck into flap below

You may participate directly
in the auction, bidding by
internet at
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Fold along this line, from edge to edge

Fold along this line, from edge to edge

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Fold along this line, from edge to edge

tel : +41 (0)22 727 0777

During Auction (Geneva)

Telephone bids should be confirmed in
writing before the auction.

Bids accepted by : (fax, tel. & email)
DFSA (Geneva Office)
fax : +41 (0)22 727 07 78
email : info@davidfeldman.com
telephone : +41 (0)22 727 07 77
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Geneva Area Hotels
Hôtels à Genève / Hotels in Genf
Please contact the hotels directly, in good time, to make your reservations
S’il vous plaît contactez les hôtels directement, en temps opportun, pour faire vos réservations
Bitte wenden Sie sich rechtzeitig und direkt an die Hotels, um Ihre Reservierungen zu machen

1. AUBERGE DE CONFIGNON
6, place de l’Eglise, CH-1232 Confignon
Tel. +41 22 757 19 44, Fax +41 22 757 18 89
Room rates: from CHF 125
Distance: 15 minutes by tram 14
www.auberge-confignon.ch
2. HOSTELLERIE DE LA VENDEE
Chemin de la Vendée 28, CH-1213 Petit-Lancy
Tel. +41 22 792 04 11, Fax +41 22 792 05 46
Distance: 2 minutes by tram 14
Room rates: from CHF 160
www.vendee.ch
3. HOTEL IBIS GENEVA PETIT-LANCY
Chemin des Olliquettes 8, CH-1213 Petit Lancy
Tel. +41 22 709 02 00, Fax +41 22 709 02 10
Distance: 2-minute walk
Room rates: from CHF 120
www.ibishotel.com/fr/hotel-7289-ibis-geneve-petit-lancy
/index.shtml

4. HOTEL IBIS BUDGET GENEVA PETIT-LANCY
Chemin des Olliquettes 6, CH-1213 Petit-Lancy
Tel. +41 22 709 02 20, Fax +41 22 709 02 1
Distance: 2-minute walk
Room rates: from CHF 88
http://www.ibis.com/fr/hotel-7291-ibis-budget-genevepetit-lancy/index.shtml
5. HOTEL DES HORLOGERS
Route de Saint-Julien 135, CH-1228 Plan-les-Ouates
Tel. +41 22 884 08 33, Fax +41 22 884 08 34
Distance: 20 minutes by bus 22
Room rates: from CHF 170
www.horlogers-ge.ch
6. TIFFANY HOTEL GENEVE
20, rue de l’Arquebuse, CH-1204 Genève
Tel. +41 22 708 16 16, Fax +41 22 708 16 17
Distance: 17 minutes by tram 14
Room rates: from CHF 250
www.hotel-tiffany.ch
7. HOTEL ASTORIA
6, Place Cornavin / CP 1092, CH-1211 Genève
Tel. +41 22 544 52 52, Fax +41 22 544 52 54
Distance: 20 minutes by tram 14
Room rates: from CHF 195
www.astoria-geneve.ch

As always, our staff will be pleased to assist you with your hotel requirements and hope your stay in Geneva
will be a pleasant and memorable one!

(Updated: AEP-09/20)
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Location
Lieu / Standort
Worldwide presence with representatives in the following countries:
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, China, Colombia, Cyprus, France, Germany, Greece,
Hong Kong, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Norway, Spain, South Africa, Sweden, Thailand, UK, USA.

Take TRAM 14 from Cornavin train station (direction P+R Bernex),
or BUS 23 from Cointrin airport (direction Tours-de-Carouge) and
alight at Les Esserts stop
David Feldman SA
59, Route de Chancy, Building D, 3rd floor
1213 Petit-Lancy, Geneva, Switzerland
Tel. +41 (0)22 727 07 77 – info@davidfeldman.com
Parking: Lancy Centre & visitor parking at 59 Route de Chancy

www.davidfeldman.com

